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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Nonresponse Problem 
Survey sampling is a method of acquiring information that is characterized by the 
investigation of a subgroup of an aggregate or population of values for specified charac­
teristics of interest. A frequent problem in survey sampling occurs at the data collection 
phase, because of failure to measure part of the information that should be collected. 
This problem is known in the survey literature as nonresponse. Some of its causes are 
refusals to participate in the survey or refusals to answer "hard-to-respond" questions. 
Also, individuals selected to the survey might not be at home during the interview time 
or are otherwise hard to reach. 
Nonresponse has undesirable consequences to the quality and analysis of the results 
of the survey. As observed by Rubin (1987, p. 1), the effects of nonresponse involve 
reduction in precision of the estimates, due to a smaller sample size, and difficulties 
in the process to analyze the survey results, as most standard statistical techniques 
and computing softwares are devised to handle complete data sets. These difficulties 
are sometimes avoided by discarding the records in the data set containing missing 
information and analyzing only the remaining data. This procedure, as illustrated in 
Cochran (1977, p. 361), can lead to seriously biased estimates, if respondents and 
nonrespondents in the survey have different characteristics. 
The types of nonresponse are often classified as un# and nonresponse. Unit 
nonresponse occurs when none of the characteristics of interest is measured for a par-
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ticular unit in the survey. Examples of unit nonresponse are refusals to cooperate with 
the survey and the not-at-home cases. Item nonresponse, on the other hand, refers to 
situations where there is partial data collection for the unit. For instance, when the 
interviewee refuses to answer some questions of the questionnaire. 
1.2 Handling Unit Nonresponse 
Methods to handle nonresponse in survey sampling are termed weighting adjustments 
and MTipuWion. A good review of these methods can be seen in Kalton (1983) and 
Kalton and Kasprzyk (1986). Weighting adjustments increase the sampling weights 
of the respondents to compensate for the nonrespondents. These procedures are more 
appropriate to handle unit nonresponse, especially in a survey with many characteristics 
of interest or items. Imputation is commonly applied to the case of item nonresponse. 
The method consists of replacing each missing data value with another "reasonable" 
value. 
The primary focus of this dissertation relies on statistical methods to handle unit 
nonresponse. For this purpose, two classes of weighting adjustment procedures that will 
be of interest in this work are: 
(a) CWZ tueigMmg 
The sample is divided into groups or cells, assumed to have "homogeneous" non-
response occurrences. The weights of the respondents in each cell are adjusted 
by some factor, usually given in the form of a ratio. Different cells might have 
different ratios. The ratios are formed using the population or sample distribution 
across cells of one or more auxiliary variables. 
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(b) Weighting with response probabilities 
These procedures treats nonresponse as a random process and all the population 
units are assumed to have a probability of responding to the survey. Estimates of 
these probabilities are used to adjust the weights of the respondents in the sample. 
The efficacy of both weighting adjustment procedures to produce valid statistical 
inferences can be verified under the specification of models for the behavior of the non-
response process. These models are referred here as response models and are based on the 
probabilistic distribution of indicator variables for the event that a response occurs. The 
simplest response model assume that units respond independently of one another with a 
common positive response probability. This model, termed by Oh and Scheuren (1983) 
as uniform global response mechanism, treats the nonresponse as a Bernoulli sampling 
process. Although this model is quite convenient to allow for theoretical derivations, 
it is not frequently used in practice, because the survey sampler often suspects varying 
response probability patterns among the units. For example, the characteristics under 
study in the survey might have different response rates for individuals of different income 
or of different levels of education. 
A more useful response model than the uniform global response mechanism divides 
the sample into groups or cells and assumes independent Bernoulli sampling processes 
for the response occurrences of each cell. This model is called, according to the Oh 
and Scheuren (1983) terminology, «mform response mec/ionism wif/i:n s«6popuW:ons, 
and is also referred response Aomogenezb/ mode/ (Sâmdal et al. 1992, p. 578). The 
uniform response mechanism within subpopulations model supports valid inferences for 
cell weighting adjustments. An important step, however, to implement this model is 
the construction of the cells. This is usually done by identifying one or more auxiliary 
variables that are thought to be related to the nonresponse process. In the case of a 
categorical variable, the corresponding categories can define the cells. For a continuous 
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variable, the cells can be formed, for instance, by sorting the units according to the values 
of the variable and choosing equal sized groups of the sorted list. But. in a practical 
situation, there is no guarantee that the response probabilities will be homogeneous 
within a set of specified cells. This model inadequacy can lead to biased results, as the 
weighting adjustment might misrepresent the correct proport ion of the nonrespondents. 
An alternative solution for the situations where there is no information about auxil­
iary variables that can define homogeneous cells is to use direct weighting with response 
probability procedures. The response probabilities are also known as propensity scores, 
a term that is applied in the theory of observational studies by Rosenbaum arid Ru­
bin (1983, 1985). See also David et al. (1983) and Little (1986). This approach does 
not requires cells. It might use the auxiliary information to estimate the response prob­
abilities, which becomes the key point of the procedure. Estimation of the response 
probabilities can be done by regressing the response indicators on a set of auxiliary vari-
ables (Kalton and Kasprzyk 1986, p. 6). Classical methods such as logistic regression 
and probit analysis are the preferred choices. The main disadvantage of these meth­
ods is the necessity of specifying a parametric form for the response probabilities. For 
instance, logistic regression assumes that the logit of a response is a linear function of 
the auxiliary variables. Usually, this specification is just arbitrary, given the amount of 
information available about the nonresponse process. 
The main objective of this dissert ation is to study the problem of unit nonresponse in 
surveys with varying response probabilities patterns. We will propose a response model 
that assumes the response probabilities are related to auxiliary variables by a smooth, 
but otherwise unspecified function. We will call this model the nonparametric response 
modef. More specifically, we will: 
1. study statistical properties of a cell weighting adjusted estimator and examine the 
effect of the number of cells on the bias and variance of a linear approximation for 
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the estimator; 
2. propose a nonparametric estimator for the response probabilities by means of local 
polynomial regression and how to use it in the estimation of the mean of a finite 
population; 
3. study statistical properties of the population mean estimator, arising from the 
adjustment by the zero order local polynomial regression estimator for the response 
probabilities; 
4. discuss variance estimation by replication methods for the estimator in 3. 
1.3 Dissertation Organization 
The main parts of this dissertation consists of three research papers. Each research 
paper provides an in-depth specific literature review. The organization of the disserta-
tion is as follows. Chapters 2-4 present the research papers. In Chapter 2, we study 
statistical properties of a weighting cell adjustment estimator, discussing approxima­
tions for the bias, the variance and the effect of the number of cells on these properties. 
Chapter 3 presents properties of the estimation of the population mean by adjusting 
the sampling weights with estimated response probabilities by local polynomial regres­
sion. Approximations for the bias and variance of the proposed estimator is presented. 
Variance estimation for the estimator is discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, 
conclusions are summarized and discussion of future research is addressed. 
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CHAPTER 2 PROPERTIES OF THE WEIGHTING CELL 
ESTIMATOR UNDER A NONPARAMETRIC RESPONSE 
MECHANISM 
A paper tentatively accepted by Mef/wxMogy 
D. N. da Silva and J. D. Opsomer 
Abstract 
The weighting cell estimator corrects for unit nonresponse by dividing the sample into 
homogeneous groups (cells) and applying a ratio correction to the respondents within 
each cell. Previous studies of the statistical properties of weighting cell estimators have 
assumed that these cells correspond to known population cells with homogeneous char­
acteristics. In this article, we study the properties of the weighting cell estimator under 
a response probability model that does not require correct specification of homogeneous 
population cells. Instead, we assume that the response probabilities are a smooth but 
otherwise unspecified function of a known auxiliary variable. Under this more general 
model, we study the robustness of the weighting cell estimator against model misspec-
ification. We show that, even when the population cells are unknown, the estimator is 
consistent with respect to the sampling design and the response model. We describe 
the effect of the number of weighting cells on the asymptotic properties of the estima­
tor. Simulation experiments explore the finite sample properties of the estimator. We 
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conclude with some guidance on how to select the size and number of cells for practical 
implementation of weighting cell estimation when those cells cannot be specified a priori. 
Key Words: finite population asymptotics, quasi-randomization inference, weighting 
cell selection. 
2.1 Introduction 
Item and unit nonresponse occur in almost all large-scale surveys, and proper esti-
mation techniques need to account for it. While item nonresponse is often dealt with 
through imputation, unit nonresponse is most often accounted for through weighting ad­
justments. Cell weighting adjustments for nonresponse have been applied since at least 
the 1950s in survey estimation (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1963, p.53) and continue to 
be widely used in practice today, because it has intuitive appeal and is relatively easy 
to implement in practice. Reviews of common weighting procedures are given in Kalton 
(1983) and Kalton and Kasprzyk (1986). 
A number of authors have studied the properties of the weighting cell estimator 
under a variety of theoretical frameworks. Oh and Scheuren (1983) derive the mean and 
variance of the weighting cell estimator under simple random sampling, conditional on 
the sample size and the number of respondents in each cell. See also Kalton and Maligalig 
(1991). Sârndal et al. (1992, p. 578) use the term "response homogeneity group" for 
cells in which the nonresponse is assumed to be constant, and derive the properties of 
the resulting weighting cell estimator for general designs. The recently introduced fully 
yrocfiorW tmptiWion (FEFI) of Kim and Fuller (1999) can also be expressed 
as a weighting cell estimator, and these authors derive its model properties under the 
assumption that the variables are independent and identically distributed (iid) within 
each cell. 
While the specific assumptions vary, a common thread among all these results is 
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that the weighting cells are correctly specified, in the sense that units within each cell 
are indeed fully "exchangeable" (the precise definition of this term depends on the 
framework selected: equal response probabilities for randomization-based inference, or 
iid observations for model-based inference). In the terminology of Little and Rubin 
(2002, Chapter 1), this is the case of observations missing at random (MAR), where 
auxiliary information (i.e. cell membership in this case) can be used to correct the 
inference for the nonresponse. 
In this article, we depart from this framework. We will assume that the response 
mechanism depends on a known continuous auxiliary variable, but the exact functional 
form of this relationship is left almost completely unspecified (details on this nonpara-
metric response mechanism are provided in the next section). Knowledge of such a 
variable could be used to construct more sophisticated nonresponse adjustments such as 
wezgMm# (Cassel et al. (1983), Little (1986)) or post-stratification, but we 
will instead limit our use of this auxiliary variable to the division of the population into 
weighting cells. Our primary goal with this approach is to study the robustness of the 
weighting cell estimator to model misspecification. and in particular, the effect of the 
number of cells. Hence, in contrast to the approach of the authors discussed above, the 
weighting cells are used as a practical way to construct an estimator, but they will not 
be assumed as part of the statistical framework. 
We will study the properties of the estimator under gwoai-rondormzofion, a term used 
by Oh and Scheuren (1983) to denote joint inference under the sampling design and the 
response mechanism. The asymptotic properties of the estimator will be established by 
embedding the finite population and the corresponding sampling design and response 
mechanism in a sequence of such populations and random mechanisms, as will be ex-
plained in later sections. This asymptotic framework is very similar to that advocated 
by Hansen et al. (1983) and used in Isaki and Puller (1982), among others. 
The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation and 
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framework for the sampling design and the nonresponse model, and discuss the weighting 
cell estimator. In the following chapter, we derive the asymptotic design properties of 
the estimator. In Section 4, we report on a simulation study to examine the practical 
behavior of the estimator, compare its practical behavior with that predicted by the 
asymptotic theory, and provide some guidance on the choice of the imputation cells. 
2.2 The Weighting Cell Estimator 
Before describing the weighting cell estimator, we introduce our survey design fraine-
work and the response generating mechanism. We consider a population (7 = {1,2,..., TV}, 
where N is finite and known. For every element i in U, let Y,: = (Yiyi, Y2ji, • • • , YP;i) 
be the associated vector of values of p characteristics of interest, >i, Y2. • • • , YP. Like­
wise, let Xi = (Xiyi, X2,i, • • • , Xq,i) be the vector of values of q auxiliary variables, 
A'i, X), • • • ,Xq, corresponding to the ith unit, i € U. We assume that X{ is known 
V% E (7. If p = 1, we denote Y, by and, for g = 1, is used to denote Let s 
represent a sample drawn from U according to some sampling design p(-). This sampling 
design p(-) is chosen by the survey sampler and may be based on information available 
in the E (7. 
The goal of the sample survey is to estimate unknown population quantities such 
as the population mean or total, or a function of these quantities. To simplify the 
presentation, we will focus on the estimation of the population total of the 
u 
When there is no nonresponse, this quantity will be estimated by a sample-based esti-
mator of the form 
(y = ^2 (21) 
s U 
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where the w;, % G a, are the sampling weights and 7^ is an indicator for whether the ith 
unit is in the sample or not. In this article, we will assume that the sampling weights 
are the inverse of the inclusion probabilities, or w, = 7rr\ with 7% = Pr(* E a), so that 
the estimator (2.1) is the classical Horvitz-Thorripson estimator (Horvitz and Thompson 
1952). Also, let f = (7%, Zg, - - , 7jv)^ represent the vector of inclusion indicators for the 
population. 
In the context of nonresponse, it is convenient to assume that each unit in the 
population is either a respondent or a nonrespondent for the variable of interest Y. 
Consider the vector A = (Ai,%, ' , ##)^, where indicates if the %-th unit is a 
respondent or not. The distribution of R is called the response mechanism. In analogy 
to the definition of the sample s, we use r Ç U to denote the (realized) set of respondents 
in the population, i.e. those elements for which = 1. Since the distribution of r and 
R is typically unknown and can in principle depend on the realized value of I as well 
as on the Y, we need to assume a model for the response mechanism. When this 
assumed model is used to develop an estimator for a population quantity, the properties 
of this estimator become dependent on the response model. Hence, a misspecified model 
for R has the potential to cause significant and difficult to measure bias in both the 
estimator and its associated measures of precision. To avoid this problem, we will keep 
the response mechanism quite general in this article. Specifically, we will assume that 
the Ri are independent Bernoulli variables with 
Pr{J2i = 1 | Z, IK} = 0 < (^ < 1, V i E [/, 
and that the ^ can be written as ^ = <^(%j), with <^( ) a continuous and differen­
tiate but otherwise unspecified function of the Note that this includes the uniform 
response mechanism, where ^ for all i E (7, as a special case. 
When some of the selected elements do not respond, the estimator (2.1) can no longer 
be computed, and an estimator that includes a nonresponse adjustment is required. In 
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this article, we are using the weighting cell estimator for this purpose. For simplicity, 
we will describe the situation in which both the and are univariate variables, but 
the approach can be generalized to the multi-dimensional case. Let g? = s H r represent 
the subset of the selected elements that actually respond to the survey, and s*, = a\gr 
those that did not respond and therefore need to imputed. 
Let U g , g  = represent G  groups obtained by dividing the population into 
groups based on the values of the known auxiliary variable X. Specific implementations 
might generate groups of equal size, or divide the range of % into equal-length inter-
vals. We shall leave the implementation unspecified for now, and state some general 
assumptions about G and the size of the groups in the next section. Note that we are 
considering the groups as fixed with respect to the sampling design and the response 
mechanism, which excludes the situation in which groups are formed based on the ob-
serued sample values : % G a}. This was done primarily to simplify the theoretical 
derivations, and is similar to the approach of Sàrndal et al. (1992) and Kim and Fuller 
(1999), among others. 
Let s g  = s D U g  be the portion of the sample that falls in group g ,  and define similarly, 
sr,g = sr n Ug and sm,g — sm fl U9. The weighting cell estimator is defined as 
From this expression, is it easy to see that in each group, the estimator of the group 
total is ratio-adjusted by the inverse of the weighted proportion of respondents in the 
cell. This estimator is also the FEFI estimator of Kim and Fuller (1999). The properties 
of this estimator will be studied in next section. 
(2.2) 
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2.3 Properties under Quasi-randomization 
2.3.1 Asymptotic Framework and Assumptions 
The quasi-randomization properties of the weighting cell estimator will be studied in 
the usual finite population asymptotic context, in which the population (7 is treated as 
an element in an increasing sequence [/i, ..., with y —» oo, with a corresponding 
sequence of sampling designs p„( ) (see Isaki and Fuller (1982) for an early example 
of this framework). Let be the size of the zv-th population with Nu > Nv-i, let 
= (^,}g, - - - , Yjv^)^ denote the set of values of the characteristic of interest, Y, 
associated with U*, and similarly, = (%i, - - - , A"#„)^. We assume that is 
known. For each v, a sample of size nu {nv > n„_i) is selected from Uu, according to a 
sampling design Pi,( ). As before, let I&, = (A, ' ' ' , 7^)^ be the corresponding sample 
inclusion vector. We will denote the A'th order moment of the sample membership 
indicators A* by 
It is assumed that Uv can be divided into Gv (G> > Gv-1) mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive groups, Up,# = 1,..., These groups are constructed by sorting the 
population according to their % values and dividing the population into groups. We 
will assume that there are at least G> distinct values among the elements of Xu. Let 
TVg represent the number of elements in C/g. 
As mentioned in the previous section, we are treating the groups as fixed with respect 
to the population. The problem created by this approach is that in general, there is a 
non-zero chance of obtaining group without any respondents. We solve this problem by 
adding a small constant in the denominators in each of the groups, or 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Hence, the difference between in (2.2) is asymptotically negligible. This is 
similar to what is often done in practice to avoid overly large weights in ratio estimation. 
Puller and Kim (2001) give the limiting distribution of the FEFI estimator under 
the assumption that the response probabilities are constant within these cells. We will 
study the case where the response probabilities are a smooth function of an auxiliary 
variable and the number of cells are allowed to vary. Let R* = (RI, R2, • • • , RNV)T be 
the response indicator vector for the i/-th population. We assume that the distribution 
of R„ satisfies the non-parametric response mechanism assumptions, specified as follows: 
(Rl) R y .  R 2 }  • • • , RNV are independent random variables, 
(R2) Pr{% = 1 11„, r„} = <&, V % G 
(R3) (pi = 4>{XI) V i G UV, where </>(•) is differentiable with bounded first derivative, and 
the G with fixed constants and 
The remaining assumptions are technical conditions that will be used extensively in 
the proofs. We assume that there are positive constants Ai, A2,..., A9 such t hat: 
(Al) Ai < < Ag < oo, V % G C/y, and ^ ?r G (0,1), as z/ —^ oo; 
(A2) For distinct %i, ...,%# E K = 2,3,..., 8, 
^ + 1)) M^^Ag, if K is even 
^ + if K is odd 
(A3) liniy—^oo = ^G — ^min ^ ^ 9 ~ 1? 2, • • • , GV and all u > 1; 
(A4) maxig^ |}j| < As; 
(AS) Ae < min^ ^  < 1; 
(A6) A? < Ag V g = 1,2, - - - , G,; 
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(A7) 1 < Ag, with 0 < 7 < 1/2. 
Assumptions (A1)-(A2) imply that, asymptotically, the sampling design is "well 
behaved," in the sense that the moments of the sample membership indicators are of the 
same order of magnitude as those in simple random sampling without replacement. This 
is a common assumption in finite population asymptotic theory. (Al) also requires that 
the sampling fraction converges to a constant in the interval (0,1). The boundedness 
assumption (A4) on the observations will significantly simplify the proofs for some of 
the theorems in the article, and could be relaxed to the existence of bounded moments if 
desired. Similarly, some technical regularity conditions are required to avoid degenerate 
response mechanisms: (A3) provides that the limit for the average response probability 
in a cell exists, and (A5) excludes the situation in which some units might, have 0* = 0. 
Finally, assumptions (A6) and (AT) on the imputation cells require that all the cells 
grow at a similar rate, and that the total number of cells does not increase "too fast" 
relative to the sample size. 
2.3.2 Main Results 
The approach we will use in the study of the properties of the weighting cell estimator 
follows that commonly used in the study of finite population estimators. First, we 
show the asymptotic equivalence between the non-linear weighting cell estimator and a 
"linearized" approximation. Next, we derive the mean squared error properties of the 
linearized estimator and consider those as the asymptotic properties of the weighting 
cell estimator. See, for instance, Sàrndal et al. (1992, Ch.5) for a description of this 
approach. 
The following theorem formally states our first results. The proof is in the appendix. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Consider Z/ie sequence 0/ popwWiona {[/&, :%/>!}. Aaaume f/wzf /or 
eoc/i i/, a proWiWic aampfe o//%red size (#„ > n„_i) w seZecW/rom according 
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to sampling design pv(-), and that the response mechanism satisfies the conditions (R1 ) 
(R2). Finally, assume that (A 1 )-(A4) and (A6)-(A7) hold. Then, the estimator t^-c is 
oaympZofica% egumaZenf fo a Knearized random uoriotZe in f&e aenae (Aa( 
jy- . (2.5) 
TTie 6*aa and variance ore piuen 
and 
Var ' twc 
N ,  !  N Î  
-i Gv Gv 
s E E  
v  9=1  g '—l  
G„ 
/% ^ ij^'igYjg1 
(2-7) 
where 
and 
>-*ç* 
^  ^  À(^-^)+%^ V z e  (7g and V p  =  1,2 ,  -  ,  
Remark 1. The asymptotic equivalence between and depends on the number 
of groups G„, with a faster convergence rate achieved when G„ grows more slowly. The 
intuition behind this result is that the goodness of the linear approximation depends 
on how well the true cell ratio response adjustments are estimated by the sample-
based estimators %%/ T\ w,. Since the cell ratios will be better estimators as the 
sample size grows larger, this would argue that G> should be chosen to be small, which 
corresponds to the current practice in applications of weighting cell estimation. However, 
as will be shown below, the MSE properties of under the nonparametric response 
mechanism improve as gets larger. A more detailed discussion of the selection of the 
number of groups will be provided after Theorem 2.3.2 below and in Section 2.4. 
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Remark 2. The results in Theorem 2.3.1 depend on the population groups C/p, g = 
1,..., Oy and on the % E U},, but do not rely on the fact that the response probabilities 
are a smooth function of the auxiliary variable %. Hence, the explicit expressions for the 
asymptotic bias and variance can be used to derive results for other response mechanisms 
that follow (R1)-(R3). In particular, results for the response Aomogeneift/ group model 
(see Sârndal et al. 1992, p.577) follow directly from Theorem 2.3.1. This is also the 
model studied by Puller and Kim (2001). Under that model, one assumes that ^ ^ 
for all i e Ug. g = 1,G, and it can easily be shown that the bias of tpE is 0 and its 
variance is 
The first term in the variance is the variance of the estimator without, nonresponse, and 
the second term represents the variance inflation caused by the nonresponse under a 
homogeneous within-cell response mechanism. 
The following corollary follows directly from Theorem 2.3.1 and Fuller (1996, Theo­
rem 5.2.1). A proof is given in the appendix. 
Corollary 2.3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 with 7 <1/2 in (A7), for any 
sampling design pv{-) such that 
= Var 
Wtere corresponding (o #ie 6ios o/f^c/A^, giwen in Theorem ond 
cr^ = lim n„Var(f^c/A^,) E (0,00) 
then 
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Corollary 2.3.1 states that, whenever the linearized estimator achieves agymp-
totic normality, then so does t\vc. Since îwc can be written as a classical expansion 
estimator of the form (2.1), this result is quite general. 
Under the nonparametric response mechanism described in (R1)-(R3), it is possible 
to describe the effect of the number of groups G„ on the asymptotic bias and variance 
of tyc. The next theorem gives the asymptotic rates for the bias and variance, and is 
proven in the appendix. 
Theorem 2.3.2. Assume that (R3), the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 and (A5) hold. 
Then, 
Remark 3. Theorem 2.3.2 shows that both the asymptotic bias and variance of the 
weighting cell estimator become smaller as the number of groups Gv increases. An 
intuitive explanation of that fact is that the approximation of the function </>, — 4>(Xi) 
by the step function <j>i = <fi* improves as the number of cells increases. The asymptotic 
variance has a term that is independent of Gv. This "residual variance" is due to the 
inherent variability of the sampling design and the response mechanism, and cannot be 
reduced by changing 
Remark 4. As noted in Remark 1, constructing a good linear approximation 
requires to be small, while Theorem 2.3.2 states that the MSB of is minimized 
by taking Gv as large as possible. Taken together, this can be interpreted to mean that, 
once the sample size in every cell is sufficiently large to obtain a 'Sralid" ratio estimator 
for the average cell response probability it is preferable to increase the number of 
cells than to increase the sample size per cell. The simulation experiments discussed in 
Section 2.4 will further explore this recommendation. 
and 
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The following corollary follows directly from Corollary 2.3.1, Theorem 2.3.2, and 
Chebyshev's inequality, and establishes the consistency of the weighting cell estimator 
under the nonparametric response mechanism. For the proof, see the appendix. 
Corollary 2.3.2. [/rider (Ae conditions o/ TTieorem w o congWenf eafimofor 
for ty, in the sense that for any t > 0, 
Remark 5. As Corollary 2.3.2 shows, as long as a variable % can be found that is sufB-
ciently related to the nonresponse, in the sense of assumptions (R1)-(R3), construction 
of imput ation cells does not require knowledge of homogeneous response probability cells 
in order to construct a consistent estimator. However, as discussed in Remarks 1 and 4, 
the choice of the number of cells still has an effect on the properties of the estimator. 
Remark 6. Assumption (R3) can easily be relaxed to allow for a small number of points 
of discontinuity in both </>(•) and its first derivative. A "small" number can mean that 
the number is either fixed as i/ —» oo or increases at a rate slower than This would 
make it possible to account for situations such as stratified designs or the presence of 
domains within [/„. The present theory can be extended directly to these situations, if 
the values for the variable X fall in non-overlapping segments for the different strata or 
domains. 
2.4 Simulation Experiments 
2.4.1 Description of the Experiment 
In order to investigate the practical implications of the results of Section 3, we carried 
out a Monte Carlo experiment on a fixed population of W = 3,000 units. We consider 
the case of one covariate, %, whose population values are generated as: 
as v —»• oo. 
^ i.i.d 11(0,1), 
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Factor Levels 
F variable 
Response mechanism ^(-) 
Sample size n 
Number of cells G 
Cl ,C2,Z, l , f2  
200,500 
2, 3, 5, 8 
Table 2.1 Overview of factors in the simulation experiment. 
and two different variables of interest, 3^ and 1% - We are interested in evaluating the 
effects of (1) the (model) relationship between y and X, (2) the response mechanism 
^(%), (3) the sample size n, and (4) the number of cells G, on the bias and on the mean 
square error of the twc estimator. Since our theoretical results rely on the approximation 
of 4yc (or ffyc) by a linearized estimator we will also compare the behavior of 
twc/Nv and twc/Nv as estimators of the population mean, Y„ — N"'1 Ylu ^>- Finally, 
we compare to the "naive" estimator of the mean, which is defined for the 
variable Y as: 
s S<€,. VjYi 
y
' ' E,e„ ' 
corresponding to a ratio adjustment of the respondent sample to the original sample. 
This estimator is appropriate under the assumption of uniform response mechanism or, 
to use the terminology of Little and Rubin (2002, chapter 1), when observations are 
missing completely at random (MCAR). Note that yr is equivalent to the weighting 
cell estimator with a single imputation cell. The levels of the four factors used in the 
experiment are given in Table 2.1. 
The "levels" of the variable Y correspond to two populations of independent values. 
The variable was generated as X(40,58), truncated to —3 to +3 standard deviations, 
corresponding to the "white noise" case. The variable % is related to % and was 
generated through the linear model = 27.12 + 26.06% + e, where c ^ {N"(0,9). The 
population mean and variance for the two variables were, respectively, (39.9, 55.3) for 
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Yi, and (40.0, 63.9) for 
The four levels of the response mechanisms contain two different scenarios regarding 
the response probabilities: constant (Cl, G2), and linearly related to X (2,1,1,2). The 
response probabihties are: 
• <^ci(%) = 0.5 
• <f>c2(X) = 0.8 
•  ( p u  ( X )  = 0.20 + 0.60A" 
. ^z(%) = 0.65 + 0.30% 
The levels of the linear response mechanisms were chosen so t hat the average probabilit ies 
(over %) were approximately equal to 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. 
For a given G, the groups were created by dividing the range of % into G equal 
segments and assigning the element i to the group g if the value A", was in the g-th 
segment, i = 1,2, — - , 7V and g — 1,2, - - , G. The simulations were carried out through 
a completely randomized factorial experiment 2x4x2x4. For each combination 
of the levels of the fact ors in Table 2.1, B = 5, 000 independent realizations of the 
vector indicator of responses, A = (%, #2, " , ##)^, were generated according to the 
corresponding response mechanism. For each one of such realizations, a simple random 
sample (without replacement and of size n), s, was selected from the overall population. 
Within each selected sample, the respondents were the values of % E s such that A, = 1. 
This procedure could in principle lead to a group not having any sampled and re­
sponding element in a group, in which case the weighting cell estimator cannot be com-
puted. If that happened, the realization was discarded and a new sample drawn from the 
population. Out of the 5,000 repetitions for each combination of factors, this happened 
13 times in the factor combination (1^, 200,8), and 15 times with (}g, 200,8). It 
did not occur with any of the other factor combinations. Hence, the number of samples 
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discarded was very small and this has a negligible effect on the simulation results. In 
practice, a number of procedures could be used when groups have too few elements, such 
as picking a smaller value for G or collapsing neighboring groups. We also implemented 
an estimator that collapses the empty cell with a neighboring cell as well as a version 
with a lower bound on the value of the denominator in the weighting adjustment (i.e. 
tlvc), and the results are virtually indistinguishable from those reported below, so they 
will not be further discussed here. 
2.4.2 Results 
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show the bias of the weighting cell estimator for the variables Y\ 
and >2 as a fraction of the standard deviation. As a comparison, the last column of 
Tables 2.2 and 2.3 displays the bias of the naive estimator, yr. The bias as a fraction of 
the standard deviation, referred to here as the reWiue 
^ (Var(W)^ 
was also used in Cochran (1977, p. 14), where it is shown that as the relative bias in­
creases, inferential results rapidly become unreliable. In a simple simulation example. 
Cochran (1977) shows that a relative bias of ±0.50 or more leads to highly inaccurate 
95% confidence intervals. 
For Yi, the relative bias of the weighting cell estimator is small and is similar to the 
relative bias of the naive estimator, for all sample sizes, response mechanisms and cells 
sizes considered. For the variable % (Table 2.3), similar results hold when the response 
mechanism is uniform (Cl, C2). However, when the response probabilities are a linear 
function of X (LI, L2), the naive estimator becomes severely biased. This relative bias 
decreases as the number of cells increases, and three to five cells appear sufficient to 
remove most of the bias. 
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Sample 
size 
Response 
mechanism 
Number of Cells 
2 3 5 8 
Naive 
estimator 
200 
CI 
C2 
-0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.01 
0.01 -0.00 -0.01 0.00 
-0.00 
0.00 
LI 
L2 
-0.02 0.03 -0.04 -0.01 
-0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.02 
-0.00 
-0.00 
500 
CI 
C2 
-0.00 -0.01 0.04 -0.01 
0.01 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 
0.00 
0.00 
LI 
L2 
0.05 0.02 -0.01 -0.02 
0.01 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
Table 2.2 Relative bias of the weighting cell and naive estimators for the 
mean of Yi. 
Sample 
size 
Response 
mechanism 
Number of Cells 
2 3 5 8 
Naive 
estimator 
200 
CI 
C2 
0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.02 
-0.03 -0.00 0.02 0.01 
-0.01 
-0.00 
LI 
L2 
1.16 0.59 0.22 0.07 
0.36 0.18 0.06 0.03 
3.57 
1.36 
500 
CI 
C2 
0.01 0.01 -0.02 -0.00 
0.02 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 
0.00 
-0.01 
LI 
L2 
1.98 0.96 0.32 0.15 
0.61 0.29 0.09 0.02 
5.84 
2.26 
Table 2.3 Relative bias of the weighting cell and naive estimators for the 
mean of % 
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Sample 
size 
Response 
mechanism 
Number of Cells 
2 3 5 8 
Naive 
estimator 
200 
Cl 
C2 
2.02 2.13 2.11 2.21 
1.25 1.31 1.29 1.28 
2.08 
1.28 
LI 
L2 
2.34 2.32 2.61 2.70 
1.30 1.29 1.29 1.31 
2.08 
1.28 
500 
Cl 
C2 
2.25 2.21 2.19 2.31 
1.30 1.32 1.34 1.29 
2.23 
1.30 
LI 
L2 
2.55 2.57 2.62 2.70 
1.32 1.35 1.33 1.34 
2.22 
1.31 
Table 2.4 Relative mean squared error of the weighting cell estimator com­
pared to the estimator without nonresponse for Yi. 
Hence, when the variable of interest is totally unrelated to the response mechanism, as 
in the cases of F, under all mechanisms considered and of >•> under the uniform response 
mechanism, the bias does not depend on the number of cells. When the variable of 
interest and the response mechanism are related, multiple cells are required to remove 
the bias. 
The relative mean squared error (MSB) for the two variables of interest, defined as 
the M SE of the weighting cell estimator divided by the MSB of the estimator with no 
non-response, 
RUSEfhvci) = ' 
&\ty ty) 
are in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. In these tables, the last column again corresponds to the 
relative MSB of the naive estimator. 
For % (Table 2.4), the variable uncorrected with %, the number of cells has relatively 
little effect on the relative mean square error, with results around 2 for a 50% response 
rate, and around 1.2 for the 80% rate. However, a relatively modest increase in MSE 
is observed, especially for the high nonresponse cases (Cl, LI). For % (Table 2.5), 
the variable correlated with X, increasing the number of cells improves the results for 
all response mechanisms, but the effect is much more pronounced when the response 
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Sample 
size 
Response 
mechanism 
Number of Cells 
2 3 5 8 
Naive 
estimator 
200 
Cl 
C2 
1.33 1.17 1.10 1.07 
1.09 1.05 1.02 1.02 
2.07 
1.26 
LI 
L2 
3.14 1.57 1.16 1.12 
1.23 1.07 1.03 1.01 
26.32 
3.57 
500 
Cl 
C2 
1.35 1.19 1.10 1.09 
1.09 1.05 1.03 1.03 
2.22 
1.30 
LI 
L2 
6.60 2.30 1.23 1.13 
1.50 1.14 1.04 1.02 
69.75 
7.83 
Table 2.5 Relative mean squared error of the weighting cell estimator rela­
tive to the estimator without nonresponse for 
mechanism is also correlated with the variable of interest. As seen for the relative 
bias, three to five cells achieve most of the efficiency gain, while the naive estimator is 
extremely inefficient. 
The difference between the results for both variables is surprising at first, but it 
can be explained using the results from Section 3. Clearly, the results for V2 follow the 
asymptotic theory, in that the MSB improves as the number of cells improves (as long 
as sufficient observations are available in each cell). In the case of Y\, note first that the 
bias is negligible relative to the standard deviation for all values of G (see Table 2.2), 
so that the change in MSB is due almost exclusively to differences in variance. It turns 
out that when a variable is in the population and sampling is equal-probability, the 
asymptotic variance in Theorem 2.3.1 is relatively insensitive to the number of cells. 
In that case, the increase in MSB is influenced by the variability implied in the linear 
approximation in Theorem 2.3.1, which increases with the number of cells. 
The theory described in this article applies to response functions that can have 
arbitrary smooth shape. In order to evaluate results for more complicated functions, 
we also created a variable % = 25 + 95% — 95%^ + 6, where s ^ !K(0,3), so that the 
Yg has mean 40.9 and standard deviation 7.2, and two additional quadratic response 
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mechanisms 
. <&?i(%) = 0.17 + 1.96% - 1.96%: 
. ^ (%) = 0.50 + 1.80% - 1.80%%. 
The results (not shown) broadly reflect the findings for the previous variables. When the 
response mechanism and the variables are correlated (the linear variable is correlated 
with the linear response mechanism, and the quadratic, variable is correlated with the 
linear and quadratic response mechanisms), significant bias occurs but can be removed 
by increasing the number of cells. In the case of the quadratic response mechanism and 
the quadratic variable, eight or more cells appear to be required to remove the bias. 
Similarly, the relative efficiency improves for all response mechanisms for both the linear 
(>2) and quadratic variable, with the most dramatic results are found for the linear 
variable/linear response and quadratic variable/quadratic response cases. 
In the previous sections of this article, we approximated the weighting cell estimator 
by a "linearized" estimator twc, and then derived the asymptotic properties of that 
estimator. It is therefore of interest to compare the statistical properties of both es­
timators in simulated settings. For all the scenarios in Table 2.1, we calculated the 
relative efficiencies of the weighting cell estimator compared to the linearized estimator. 
These relative efficiencies were all close to 1.00, with the largest deviation being a value 
of 1.08. Hence, the statistical properties of weighting cell estimator appear to be well 
approximated by those of the linearized estimator. 
2.5 Conclusions 
We have shown that the weighting cell estimator, corresponding also to the FEFI 
estimator proposed by Kim and Fuller (1999), is consistent with respect to the sampling 
design and a nonparametric response mechanism. That model does not require the 
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correct specification of homogeneous response probability cells, as long as a variable 
related to the response probability can be identified. 
The statistical properties of the estimator depend on the number of cells used in the 
estimation, but the relationship is rather complex. Asymptotically, there appears to be 
a trade-off between the goodness of the approximation of the weighting cell estimator 
by a linearized estimator, which requires a small number of cells, and the mean squared 
error of that linearized estimator, which is reduced when a large number of cells are 
used. While useful in understanding the asymptotic behavior of the estimator, these 
findings only provide limited guidance for choosing the number of cells for a particular 
survey. However, these findings show that reliable inference for weighting cell estimators 
will require cells with reasonable sample sizes, because variance estimates typically rely 
on the variance of the linearized estimator as an approximation of the variance of the 
weighting cell estimator. 
The simulation experiments show that when the variable of interest and the response 
mechanism are uncorrected, the number of cells has virtually no effect on the design 
bias of the estimator. When the variable of interest and the response mechanism are 
uncorrected, even the estimator with a single imputation cell (corresponding to a sim­
ple ratio adjustment) is essentially unbiased, while models with multiple cells perform 
equally well. When the response mechanism and the variable of interest are related, 
however, the bias properties of the weighting cell estimator depend critically on the 
number of cells. In particular, estimators with a single cell are severely biased, but even 
a relatively small number of cells is sufficient to reduce both the bias and variance of 
the estimator. This result holds for both linear and nonlinear relationships between the 
response mechanism and the variable of interest. 
The design efficiency of estimators depends on the relationship between the variable 
of interest and the variable(s) used to form imputation cells. When those two variables 
are uncorrected, the number of cells has no effect on the efficiency of the estimator. 
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Conversely, when those two variables are correlated, increasing the number of cells im-
proves the design efficiency of the estimator. Even a small number of cells dramatically 
improves the performance of the estimator. 
Overall, it appears that in the presence of imputation, forming at least a small 
number of imputation cells based on a variable related to the non-response provides 
a good "insurance policy" against design bias and design inefficiency. The resulting 
weighting cell estimator will never perform worse than the naive estimator with a single 
ratio adjustment for the whole sample, and it might perform significantly better. 
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Appendix: Derivations of Theoretical Results 
We begin with some technical lemmas. Let 
-"-S. y V / 
tgv — (*1,9 ; t-3,g) 
= (2.8) 
Uc 9  
^9" ~ (^l,9i ^ 2,g) *3,g) = (2-9) 
and 
Skl.gg' = COV {tk,g, il,g') : (2.10) 
for all k, I = 1,2,3, g, g' — 1, 2, • • • , Gv. The following lemma provides useful expressions 
for (2.9) and (2.10). 
Lemma 2.1. Consider (Ae Wok and couononcea de/med m For a pro6o-
bilistic sampling design and the general response mechanism (R1)-(R3), 
Ug 
^11,gy = 
^12,99' — ^ 
Ug Ug! 
^13,9/ ' 
E E ^  
= < 
E E ^  +  E  ^  V i ( i  - ^ ) ^  ,  g  =  y ,  
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Z Z ^  
Z Z ^  +  Z ^  W i -  < ^ « ) ^  ,  a  =  g ' ,  
[/« a, VA 
1J 5 
EE*i *j <t>i<f>jYAij , g f g' 
^32,gy — 
z z ^ i  ^  ^ ^ A ^ + z ^  & ( i - < w %  ,  g  =  y  
UQ 
and 
<$33 ,gg' — * 
Z Z ^  , g 
Z Z ^  +  Z  ^  W i  -  ^, )  ,  g  =  g ' -
L 17, u, u„ 
Proof of Lemma 2.1: Using the properties of the probabilistic sampling design and 
assumptions (R1)-(R2), we have 
tgu — Ed E, 
' {^gA^v) E, yi(  ^
UQ 
«EC/, 
where the subscript d denotes expectations under the sampling design and ^ denotes 
expectations under the response mechanism. In this context, (2.10) follows, V &, f and 
V p,y, by using 
Skl,gg' — C0Vd [E7 (tk,g\lv) •> E7 (tl,g' 11 v) ] + Ed [Cov^ (tk,g: M,g' |-^"f )] • 
O (Lemma 2.1) 
The next lemma states orders for higher moments of the sample and response indi­
cators. 
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Lemma 2.2. f/ie condamna ond AoM. fbr 2%, %2,- - -, 
%* € de/ine 
Tii, ,i* - ^ 11 , 
Wiere ^ = ^(%.). Corwider f/ie A^,...^ o/ ^2.^). Z,e( A*" denotes fAe r-/oZd Corfeaion 
product of the set A, where r is a fixed positive integer, Ai,r,„ = {(*i, *2, • • • , ir) G 
Ul : ii = i2 = ••• = irj and Ak,r,v = {(<i, %2, • • • , 4) 6 U[, : exactly k components are 
distinct}, k = 2,3, • • • , r. Thus, for r — 8, 
' 0(A%;4), i/& = 5 
0(7V^n-^), i/ A = 6 
O(TV^), %/ A = 7 
O (n,-^) , %/ & = 8. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2: See Da Silva and Opsomer (2003). O (Lemma 2.2) 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 2.3.1 hold. Consider the vectors t g v  — 
(Zi,9,^2,9,^3,9)' oWtgi,, de/medm rejpec^efy. lef 
~^gv — (*l,9i *2,gj *3,g) ' 
7VX/ max (|r*,,..^|, |A^,...,^|) = < 
»!,••• ,isGA^:8-1, 
wAere 
Then 
%, = max{^,g, jVgG^/n^}. 
/or oZ( g = 1,2, ...,&,. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.3: Consider the moments ^ and dehned in (2.3) 
and Lemma 2.2, respectively. Then, 
1 
r^E|ti,g - ti,. AT» 
1 
|E(^,g-tl,g) | 
- j\r8 ( n^:< ) I Ail ,i,I, 
^ ilEUg «sGUg V=1 
(2.11) 
and 
;E|%,g-t2,g|*< lyg I^W, ; 
9 ùe[/g isEUg V=1 / 
—E|^,g - Z3,„r ^ E l^iX2,,i8|-
^ a iiec/g \/=l / 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Let us first prove that right-hand side of (2.12) is of order at most as GlnvA. Note that 
by (Al) and (A4), 
E|^,g - <2,ai < yi 
y  k — l  i i , . . . , i 8  
£4,8,1-
where At,g,y is defined in Lemma 2.2. Hence, bounding jr^,«sI by a constant, for 
& = 1,..., 4, and for & > 5, applying the orders of Lemma 2.2, we have that 
E|(2,g-*2,g| < O 
O 
O 
O 
o 
o 
Slto (N, - 2) 
NI 
A ™  )  + ° l  N j  < )  +  
N , - " ( N s - 5 ) N S \  + 0 ( N S - ( N S -  6) N .  
+ 
n: ) N> nz 
A y . . ( J V , - 7 )  1  
n? 
ij)+0(iz) + 0(4)+0(4 
TV? 1 
- , + 0 ^ 1 + 0  
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By (A6), therefore, 
1 
AT» F |*2,g *2,9 | O i  + 0  iv, + 01 + 0 + 
o (  + o f + o f 4  
m ni ni ni 
/ n 4 \ / z™-4 \ 
n? 
for ail g = 1,2,... ,G„. In (2.11) and (2.13), considering ^ = 1, %, = 1 and ^ = 1, 
respectively, for all ^ = 1,2,..., 8, we also obtain that 
^(^1*1,9 - *l,g|\E|^g - *3,( = °lg). 
for all Gv. Hence, by the Cr-inequality (Sen and Singer 1993, p. 21), 
3 -,8/2 
— E||ig„ - tg„| 
9 
1 
E yi i*fe,9 *fc,g 
k~l 
- A/8^1^.9 ^'91 nl 
Finally, observe that by definition, 
^ 1 % - s  '  1  N, =1 - jv:0/{6„>-v»»,/-.,}+ w)N>GJn" ~ 
< 
Gv 
nh 
(2.14) 
for all # = 1,2,..., Gy. Hence, 
9 
and, by the triangular inequality, 
ly^E||^ -
9 
^|E|Î3:9-Î3,„|8<O(^ 
1 g Ng 
Ell? g v  " g v I  
'(?8\ /(^4\ /Q4 
O  I  + O I  ^ r )  = O f  ^  
Therefore, the Lemma is established. 
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O (Lemma 2.3) 
The proofs of the theorems of Section 2.3 follow. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1: Consider the proof of (2.5). Let o = (oi, 0%, and 
b : ^ jR, where /i(o) = (I1O2/03, 03 7^ 0. Dehne 
3 
%y(o) = ^ (jV'^gy) + (o& - AT'^gy), 
fc=l 
where /%(*) (o) = ^/z(o)/9<zt, and 
e,,y = À(a) -%^(a), 
for all p = 1,2,..., G„. Note that 
GU 
tic = J2NMN;%)-
9=1 
Hence, taking 
then we can write 
where 
and 
Gu 
twc — ^ ] NgTjgv (Nq tgv) • 
9=1 
" ^ c) — 
1 
^ = "7T (TVJ-^) 
" 9=1 
9=1 
Consider first the term r\v. Observe that 
- k @ l  
^9 
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Since, by (A4) and (A5), 
AT 1^1,9 I — 1) (2.15) 
9  
7rl*2,g| < ^ (2-16) 
and 
ITT 1^1 = "KT E  (217) 
then, |/i(3) (jVg i(g„)| = ti,g<2,gA3,g ^ ^6^ < OO, for all g = 1,2,... ,G^. Hence, by 
(2.14), 
g=i 
Thus, to complete the proof of (2.5), it remains to show that e„ — Op(G,yn~1). Let 
^(a) = (eg^(o))^. 
By the inequality (Sen and Singer 1993, p. 21), 
3 
|A„(a) r  =  | k (o) - /i(AT^g^) - (AT-^gy) (at - #"%„) 
ft— 1 
< 5s f |ft(a)|4 + |/i.(A7\„)|4 + Y, l'-l"(,v»",fp«)ri«t " "A")!' 
\ 6=1 
But, since by (Al) and (A4), 
^9 
w/2-»\ 5 < ^maxx,-1 < AjAr1^ 
Ug 
and 
JL|f~* | > ^ ^gGv _ G_u_ 
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then |/i(Ng %))|* < A^A|(A^/n^)(^/Oy)^ = 0((n^/0^)^), as by (Al), #„%,/ = 
0(1). By (2.15)-(2.17), /i( ) and A^(-), A = 1,2,3, are 0(1) when at evaluated at 
Finally, since max^r, ^ Aj"^jV^/^ = 0(1), by (Al), max(/, - 7ri| < 1 
and maxf/ | — Tr^l < 1, for all g = 1,2,..., O^, then 
1 
M \ K g  ~  K g  
|4 
a * a, 
= ^ ^max|/<-7r^ =0(1), 
-*2,g|^ < lyl I Y! ^ - %"«&)% | 
9 ^ 
< Ag ^max^ ^ max |7i_R, — = 0(1) 
and 
^ IT* f ^ IT* T |4_i_ ^ IT T 1^ JY4 n,9 ^1 - jy4r3,g *3,91 + jy4 1^9 ^,g| 
< -%T^ + 2^ I maxTTj ^ maa |/^ - ) =0(1). 
Wg ">v  \ ^ U 9  U 9  /  
Therefore, 
\MN;%)\* < o ( ^ + o ( i )  +  o ( i )  +  o ( i )  +  o ( i )  
= °(i)' 
Since by Lemma 2.3, A^^E||tg% - = 0^(^/0^)"^, and |/g^(A^^)|^ is con­
tinuous at any realization of then the sequence {|/gi,(A^"%i,)P} satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 5.4.4 (with 7/ = 1, p = 4) of Fuller (1996, p. 247). Therefore, 
E [ | A X A T % r ]  = 0 ( 1 ) ,  V p  =  l , 2 , . . . , G „ .  
Now, from the continuity of /gy(') its derivatives up to order three, {/^(TYr^ * )} 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.4.3 (with 6 = 1, s = 4 and = 0(^/0^/^)) of 
Fuller (1996, p. 244-245). Hence, 
E U N ; % l ) = 0 ( a t ) = 0 ^  V  ^  =  1 , 2 , . . .  , 0 ^ ,  
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because /,„(-) and all of its derivatives up to order three are zero at AL Therefore, 
we conclude that 
E|=„l < 
" v, 
< aA 
Tli/ 
for some M E (0, oo). For any e > 0, taking Mg = M/e, then by the Markov's inequality, 
E|ëy| f {|e^| > < 
for all v. Thus. ev = Op{Gvnvl) and (2.5) is established. 
To prove (2.6), note that the bias of is 
=(5H - k p - i - t -
1 
M 
sfisp1?'" 
Regarding the variance of observe that 
Gv Gv 
Var (%rc) = Var (*9) + ^  ^  Gov (*g, *9,) , (2.18) 
9=1 9=1 9'#9=1 
where 
4 = (A/g %„) - *1,9-^ + (*1,9 - *l,g) + (22,9 " *2,9) 
*3,g *3,9 *3,g 
^2^* (*3,g " *3,9) ) ^ ^ = 1, 2,. . . , Oy. 
*3,9 
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But, 
Var (y 
" fô) 1,9 &3,g, 2,9 
5. 3,9 
+  2 f ^ l S 1 2 , „ - 2 | ^ r ^ | S  
V tf 3,9 
*1,9*2,g 
*1,9 
13,99 
*1,9*2,9 
*3,9 
)23,gg 
and, for g ^ y, 
GOV (fg,tg,) _ "1,9 *2
*"3,9 
*2,9' tl *l,/*2,9' ^,  C  I l i9  c  I A >9 *>y  c  ; ^11,+ ^12,gg/ + —72 ^13^ 
^3,g' l3.o' l-i n> 
+ 
*2 *1,9 
*3,9 
*1,9*2,9 
*3,9 
3^ 
,9' c , "1,9" c I *1,9' "'A9' C b2l,gg' + ~ 22,99' "I -
3,9' 
Kg 
*3,9' 
,^*2,_ _ 
_2 '323,99' 
*2,« t 
("3,9 -'S'si,^ + ^-%2,g9' + ' *3^ 
*1,9'*2,9' 
t2 '33,99' 
where V AJ, g,y, are deûned in (2.10), and = <9tt,gg. Hence, by (2.7) and 
Lemma 2.1, 
Var (fg) = + | ^  ) E 5Z 
[/, ;6!7g "9/ y, ^ 
+ I ^ \ 
W 9 /  ^  
+ ) EE A,; 
^  + < w  A i ;  
^ I E E ^  ^ A,; 
%/ ^ ^3 
Ua 
(2.19) 
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and 
Cov(fg,fy) = EE% 4*jYj (pj Yg' Av v 
TTiTTy 
EE^ 
EE^ 
^ <L 
Aij 
TTiTTj + 
^ % % 9V <Po/ 
A. y 
TTiTTj (2.20) 
Rearranging the common terms of (2.19) and (2.20), then, it follows that 
7rr17r71Aii 
Var (4) = EE{^ 
^ [/p 
+EE{ 
1 ^ ^ 
/ ~M 
V 
a. [/. 
, , K _ v .  » 3 ( ^ - n ) ] }  
i_-i 7T, ^TTv ^A; +EE{5Â[*(^-n)]}^ 
+ EE{%}-^ ^A^-
+ E^ 
u9 
= EE 
+ E ^  
% 
-  \ 2  
-y.) 
Y. - n) + 4>„Y,] [b (y,- - r„) + t,Y„ 
TTi^g 
-10i(l ~ 4>i) 
• Ay 
(y,-ys)2 
= EE^àa + e.-'MLz*) 
—r2 
% 
uq 
~ \ 2 
(2.21) 
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and 
Cov(fg,fg,) = 
Trr^r^Ai 
}5 7T; ^TTj ^Ajj 
gyg-
*??IW' f')^r 
V 
y 
= EE 
= EEf'^»'A 
[/, c/„, 
» "  %/) + 
7T,^c 
A;, 
(2.22) 
Therefore, inserting (2.21) and (2.22) in (2.18), (2.7) follows. 
Proof of Corollary 2.3.1: Let 
O (Theorem 2.3.1) 
and 
1 M 
W
- ~ Vin I K N, 
where %, = Var(f^c/7Vy). Hence, 
Var five 
-1/2 
''WC 
N„ 
- - B = Z, + ^ . 
Since cr^/n.,%, —» 1, as y -> 00, then 
Zv — — 
1 / 2 \ 1/2 
cr 
„;/2 ( tE£ - 5> - 4 lz, 
N„ a 
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where Z N(0, cr^). Also, (A7) with ^ < 1/2 implies that 7%y^Op(G„Ti[;^ ) = Op( l ) .  
Hence, by Theorem 2.3.1, 
The result of the corollary follows, therefore, from Puller (1996, Theorem 5.2.1). 
O (Corollary 2.3.1) 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2: Fix a g € {1,2, - ,(?„}. The conditions of the theorem 
imply, by the Intermediate Value Theorem, that there exists X0g inside the interval 
defined by the lowest and the highest values of X, E Ug such that: 
Also, by the Mean Value Theorem, V i € Ug, 
^ = <^(X,) = <^(%0g) + ^(C*) (%, - %0g) , 
where c* is between and %op. So, 
Gv 
(2.23) 
for some constant C E (0, oo) and, by (A5) and (A6), 
M X , , ) ) - 1  A S N ,  
< cx^x'">- x<" 
(jT y 
Observe now that since 
\Y>»\ < 
43 
then, by (Al), (A6) and (2.23), 
n„ rii/G y 
, V [A, V g = 1,2, -
which implies that 
Y „ Y j ! f = 0 \ - f )  + o ( - ^ r ) , V U l ,  V  < 7  =  1 7  2 ,  -  •  -  , G „ .  
Using the fact that, by (A7), Ap/Afy = 0(1/Gy), and, by (A2) and (A3), 
-0(^-) 
and, for g y, 
E 22 " ^ (^2)' 
then, the first term of Vav(twc/Nu) is bounded by 
°(à)+0(sà: 
Since the second term of Var(%rc/JV„) is bounded by 0(l/n„), the conclusion follows. 
0 (Theorem 2.3.2) 
Proof of Corollary 2.3.2: Write 
twc _ h)_ _ ( twc _ twc I / twc _ ty_ 
TVy Ny " 1 Ny JVy ^ \ ]Vy jVy (2.24) 
By Theorem 2.3.1, 
t WC twc Z-, ( Oy O, 
Ay A^y ' 
by (A7). Since Theorem 2.3.2 implies that 
= Op(l), 
lim E 
zv—>00 
Wc 4 0, 
Ny ATy, 
then, by Chebychev's inequality, the second term in the right-hand side of (2.24) is Op(l). 
The result follow by Slutsky's Theorem. 
O (Corollary 2.3.2) 
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CHAPTER 3 A KERNEL SMOOTHING METHOD TO 
ADJUST FOR UNIT NONRESPONSE IN SAMPLE 
SURVEYS 
A paper prepared for submission to scholarly journals and proceedings 
D. N. da Silva and J. D. Opsomer 
Abstract 
Unit nonresponse is a common problem in survey sampling that, if left unaccounted 
for. can invalidate inferences from the survey results. This type of nonresponse is usually 
handled by weighting methods, which are based on adjusting the sampling weights of 
the respondents to compensate for the nonrespondents. Such weighting adjustments re-
quire a model for the unobserved nonresponse mechanism. However, if this nonresponse 
model is misspeci&ed, it can itself introduce biaa in the survey estimators. To try to min­
imize this misspecihcation problem, we model the nonresponse mechanism as a smooth 
but otherwise completely unspecified function of an observed covariate. We use kernel 
regression to estimate the unknown response probabilities and then use the inverses of 
these estimated probabilities as a weighting adjustment. We discuss the theoretical and 
practical properties of this estimator. 
Key Words: missing data, response probability, weighting adjustment, local polyno-
mial regression. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Nonresponse is a source of error in survey sampling that appears when part of the 
data to be collected is not observed. It has the potential to bias significantly the results 
of the survey and, consequently, to prevent valid inferences. Typical causes for nonre­
sponse involve refusals to participate in the survey, refusals to answer a question and 
unavailability of the interviewee. Nonresponse might also arise if the sampled unit can 
not be reached or located, or if they to have a measurement obtained. 
Most methods to analyze data that contain nonresponse use adjustment procedures 
to compensate for the missing data. Kalton (1983) and Kalton and Kasprzyk (1986) 
classify such procedures as weighting adjustments and imputation techniques. Weighting 
adjustments are used to compensate for unit nonresponse, which occurs when no value 
for the characteristics of interest is recorded for the unit. These adjustments increase 
the weights of the units that respond to the survey in order to compensate for those 
who do not. Imputation techniques, on the other hand, are intended to handle item 
nonresponse — a type of nonresponse where there is partial data collection for some 
items of a given unit. The essence of these techniques is to replace each missing value by 
some other value, which might be derived from the current survey or from other sources. 
In the context of unit nonresponse, one particular weighting method weighs the ob­
servations by incorporating estimates of the probabilities that the units are respondents, 
also known as the response probabilities or propensity scores, following Rosenbaum and 
Rubin(1983,1985) theory for observational studies. The weights are usually given by the 
reciprocal of the product between the sample inclusion probabilities and the estimated 
response probabilities. This method, used by Nargundkar and Joshi (1975), represent 
an adjustment to the Horvitz-Thompson estimator to account for the nonresponse. This 
same idea was applied by Cassel, Sarndal, and Wretman (1983) to adjust the regression 
estimator. However, other types of weights baaed on response probabilities are possible 
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as well. See, for example, the adjustments discussed in Chaubey and Crisalli (1995). 
An important step of the weighting with response probability procedure is the es­
timation of such probabilities. Intuitively, the adjusted estimators cannot be expected 
to have "good" performances unless "reasonable" estimated probabilities are used. The 
estimation of the response probabilities is usually processed under models relating the 
response occurrences and auxiliary variables. Using the terminology of Oh and Scheuren 
(1983), popular response models are the %m/brm gfoW response mec/ionism 
which assumes equal response probabilities for all units in the sample, and the «m/orm 
response mec/iomsTn tuiZ/wn suBpopuWions fMZMW#), where the response probabilities 
are constant wit hin each subpopulation or group. Under these models, simple estimates 
of the response probabilities are the sample response rate and the response rates from 
each group, respectively. 
Model UGRM is an attractive working model, because it allows for easier analytical 
derivations. This model, however, is not realistic in practice, as response probabilities 
usually vary among t he units in the sample. In this sense, Model URMWS is a preferred 
alternative. Besides, mathematics under this model is also tractable in many situations. 
But, if for known specified groups, the corresponding response probabilities tend to 
deviate too much from homogeneity, a different model should be considered. 
Another class of response models use an explicit parametric function to relate the 
response probabilities and the auxiliary variables, without necessarily having to delimit 
the subpopulations of the URMWS model. This approach provides an appealing alter­
native to model many nonresponse processes with non-homogeneous patterns. Typical 
choices for the parametric function are the logit and the probit models. Each of these 
transformations, however, impose a specific assumption on the nonresponse process. The 
logit transformation, for instance, assumes that the logarithm of the odds of a response 
is a linear function of the auxiliary variables. Clearly, this assumption might not hold 
in practice. 
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Frequently, there is no known theory about the nonresponse process to substanti-
ate the specification of a parametric function like the logit or probit. This represents 
a major disadvantage of the parametric approach to model the nonresponse process. 
One alternative to handle this problem is to estimate the response probabilities by non-
parametric methods. Usually, these methods assume that the response probabilities are 
related to the auxiliary variables by a "smooth" but unspecified function. The response 
probabilities may be estimated, for instance, by kernel smoothing techniques. A gentle 
introduction to these methods can be found in Wand and Jones (1995). 
The use of kernel smoothing methods in the nonresponse context was first addressed 
by Giommi (1984). In that article, the author proposed to estimate the response prob-
abilities by the response rates of neighborhoods, centered at the different values of an 
auxiliary variable. These estimates can be seen as a kernel smoother that uses a uni-
form kernel function, the function used to weigh the observations locally. Giommi (1987) 
extends his previous estimator using a more general kernel function. In these two ar­
ticles, the author used his estimated response probabilities to construct estimators for 
the population mean according to the Cassel, Sàrndal, and Wretman (1983) adjusted re­
gression estimator. Statistical performances of the estimators were evaluated by Monte 
Carlo simulation experiments. The response probability estimators proposed by Giommi 
were also considered by Niyonsenga (1994) and Niyonsenga (1997). These articles ad­
dressed the nonresponse problem following the method of selection in phases proposed 
by Sâmdal and Swensson (1985). 
One kernel smoothing technique that can be applied to estimate response probabil-
ities is the local polynomial regression method. This method has been used in survey 
sampling problems in the absence of nonresponse. See, for example, Kom and Graubard 
(1998), Breidt and Opsomer (2000) and Bellhouse and Stafford (2001). By varying the 
degree of the polynomial fit, different response probability estimators might be defined. 
Under equal-probability designs, Giommi (1984) and Giommi (1987) estimators become 
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particular local polynomial estimators. 
In this article, we discuss properties of the estimator based on a local constant fit 
and use it to adjust an estimator for the population mean. We propose an asymptotic 
framework by which the adjusted estimator is consistent for the population mean. In 
addition, an asymptotic approximation for the variance of the estimator is presented. 
The article is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes basic concepts of the survey 
sampling theory and the notation to account for nonresponse. Section 3.3 presents the 
construction of the estimator for the population mean of interest here. The estimator is 
built by adjusting the sampling by the reciprocal of estimates for the response proba-
bilities. The estimation of these probabilities is discussed in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5. 
we establish the properties of the estimator from Section 3.3. Finally, in Section 3.6, 
we summarize the main findings of the article. Derivations of the theoretical results are 
provided in Appendices A and B. 
3.2 Sampling Framework 
Consider a finite population U  — {1, 2,N } ,  where N  is known. Suppose that 
associated with Z7 there are p characteristics of interest, and g auxiliary 
variables, %i, %2, ' ' , Let y^ = (Y^, 1^, - - , and %2,i, ' ' , 
denote the vectors of values of the characteristics of interest and the auxiliary variables 
corresponding to the %-th unit, i E (7, respectively. We denote by % (%, by 
when p — 1 (q = 1), for all i £ U. 
Let a be a sample selected from Z7 (a C (7) according to some probabilistic sampling 
design p( ). Using the information contained in a, the goal is to estimate quantities as­
sociated with the population [/, such as means or totals of given characteristics. Some­
times, ratios of two means or totals are also of interest. In this article, we will consider 
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the estimation of the population mean of (Yî, Ig, ' , ïp)% which is given by 
Popular estimators for Y# have the form 
ê=^£^==4S>^> 
«Ea iea 
where the are the sampling weight associated with the %-th unit and 7; is an in­
dicator variable for the event that the z-th unit is selected to the sample. We use 
f = (fi, J2, " , J#)' to represent the vector of sample inclusion indicators for all popu-
lation units. For simplicity, we shall only consider here the case where 0 corresponds to 
the Horvitz-Tliompson estimator (Horvitz and Thompson 1952), that is 
where tt* = Pr(i 6 s) is the inclusion probability for the z'-th unit. 
In order to take into account nonresponse in the sample, we shall assume that each 
unit in the population is either a respondent or a nonrespondent. Hence, we introduce 
the response indicator 
for all i E (7 and let s? = {% € s : A; = 1}. The distribution of the vector : % E s)' 
is called the response mecAontsm. Unlike the vector J, which has a known distribution 
once the sampling design is chosen, the survey sampler has no control over the response 
mechanism. One way, therefore, to enable the evaluation of properties of the estimators 
is by adopting a model for the nonresponse process. 
In this article, we will assume that the Ri are independent Bernoulli variables with 
(3.1) 
1 , if the i-th unit responds 
0 , otherwise 
Pr{#i = 1} = & = <XA\), V: 6 [/, (3.2) 
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where ^( ) is a smooth but otherwise unspecified function of the (0 < <^( ) < 1). 
This response model implies that the nonresponse process does not depends on the 
units that are selected into the sample or the values of the vector Y corresponding to 
these units. But, the model allows for varying response probabilities, which depend on 
the auxiliary variables. In this sense, the response probabilities correspond here to the 
propens% scores, whose theory was developed by Rosenbaum and Rubin(1983, 1985) in 
the context of observational studies. See David et al. (1983) and Little (1986) for the 
use of propensity scores in survey nonresponse problems. 
3.3 A Corrected Estimator for the Population Mean 
In the presence of nonresponse, when classical estimators used in survey sampling 
are constructed by replacing the original sample s by the realized sample sr, they no 
longer keep their usual statistical properties. For example, the nonresponse version of 
is biased for the population mean. The bias, under the joint distribution of the sampling 
design and the response mechanism (3.2), is given by 
as is shown in Cassel et al. (1983). Clearly, in the case of a nonnegative variable y, 
(3.3) underestimates P#, with the absolute bias increasing with the magnitudes of the 
nonresponse probabilities for the units in the population. 
One method to correct the estimator (3.3) for bias was discussed by Nargundkar and 
Joshi (1975). Basically, they argued that if the response probabilities were known, 
(3.1) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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with tu* = \ would be unbiased for However, since in practice the response 
probabilities are unknown, formula (3.4) is not realizable. But, it suggests the estimator 
where ^ is an estimator of z E Sr- If it is required that the adjusted weights add up 
to unity, one should divide (3.5) by For this modification, see Kalton and 
Maligalig (1991) and Little and Rubin (2002, p. 46), for example. 
One estimator with the form (3.5) is the weighting-class estimator (Oh and Scheuren 
1983). It assumes that the population U can be divided into G disjoint, exhaustive and 
specified classes of elements &i, Ug, - - , In the sample, there are n, units from the 
ry-th class, among which rg are respondents (0 < rg < ng). The response probabilities 
are estimated within each class by </>* = rg/ng, i 6 sTg = sr f)Ug. One generalization of 
this method is the fully efficient fractional imputed (FEFI) estimator, proposed by Kim 
and Fuller (1999). The estimated response probabilities are 
for all i € srg, where sg — s fl Ug and g = 1, 2, • • • , G. Thus, under both the weighting-
class and the FEFI methods, all response probabilities within a class have the same 
estimate. If the true corresponding probabilities are not homogeneous, however, these 
methods produce biased estimators. 
In this article, we will consider (3.5) as the estimator for the population mean. As 
a means to handle non-uniform response mechanisms, the estimates % E s,., will be 
obtained by a kernel regression method. The idea behind the method is that if the 
function <^( ) in (3.2) is smooth, then the estimation of ^ = ^(Xj) should be possible 
by local averaging of the values <^(%j) for which is "close" to X; (Eubank 1988, p.7). 
The observations that are used in the averaging process are identified by a window, 
which works in similar sense to the classes in the FEFI method. The kernel method has, 
(3.5) 
" Y.*.. ' 
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nevertheless, the advantage that the response probabilities do not have to be equally 
estimated within a window, and that the probabilities will not vary abruptly at the 
window boundaries. 
3.4 Local Polynomial Estimators of the Response Probabilities 
Suppose the nonresponse process depends on one auxiliary variable X  only. Under 
(3.2), the indicator response variables are independent random variables, with 
E(Aj|Xi,.- ,X„) = #%,) 
and 
Var(Aj| Xi, - - - ,X*) = 4%)(1 -
for all j e U. We will estimate fa = <j> ( X i ) ,  i G U, by kernel regression (see Wand 
and Jones 1995, Chapter 5). To implement the method in the present context, suppose 
initially that each R j ,  j G U, could be observed. The procedure to estimate f a  —  < f > ( X i )  
fits the A:-t.h order polynomial 
A) + Pi { •  — Xi) + • • • + Pk{- — Xi)k 
to the set of points {(%i, A%), (%g, %), " , A^)}, by weighted least squares. The 
weight for the j-th observation, j 6 (7, is given by ^ ^ «), where 
^() = ^Jr(./A), (3.6) 
K(-) is a continuous positive kernel function and h is the smoothing parameter, also 
known as the bandwidth. The estimate of fa = 4>(Xi) is therefore 
bo + b\ ( X i  — X { )  + • • • + bk ( X i  —  X i ) k  = bo, (3.7) 
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where 6 = (bo, 6%, - - , 6*)' is the value of /3 = (^o, " , ^&)' that minimizes 
5",(/3) = %k(%; - %,)% - A - APv -
Formula (3.7) provides the (conceptual) local polynomial kernel (of degree k) esti­
mator of = ^(%i), % E [/. In practice, only the values {.% : i E s} are observed and 
bo, therefore, can not be used as an estimator of fa. To tackle this problem, we suggest 
choosing instead a vector = (/?o, A, " ,Ât)' that minimizes 
Si{0) = ^2 wjKh{Xj — Xi){Rj — 30 — Pi(Xj — Xi) — • • • — Pk{Xj — Xi)k}2, (3.8) 
j€s 
which is a design unbiased estimator of S i ( f 3 )  (see Opsorner and Breidt 1999). The 
resulting local polynomial kernel estimator of fa is 
<t>{Xi, k, h) = /?o, (3.9) 
the first component of the minimizer of (3.8). 
A convenient way of writing the estimator (3.9) is in matrix notation. Let A, = 
(E* : % E s)' be the n x 1 vector of observed indicator response variables. For each i E (7, 
define the M x (k + 1) matrix 
X„ = [ 1 X , - X ,  ... (X, -
and the » x n matrix of weights 
W„ = diag {wj ATk(^ - -
Hence, 
$(%i, A) = e; (X^W,,X„)-' X^W«R„ % E [7, (3.10) 
where e% is a (& + 1) x 1 vector with the number one in the first position and zero 
elsewhere. 
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Two simple expressions for (3.10) are obtained for a local constant fit (A = 0) and 
for the fit of a local line (k = 1). In the first case, the resulting estimator is 
«-"> -
while, for the latter, it is 
W , lE,afi( X i , h ) - M X i M X j - X , ) } w j K h ( X t - X l ) R i  
" " ' ' n Î2(Xi,A)Î0(X i,A)-s1(X i»2 ' ( • ' 
where 
%(%i,A) = ^^](%, -X,/w^(Xj-%,), ^ = 0,1, ..,A. (3.13) 
j € s  
In this particular case where the dependent variables assume the values zero and one 
only, both estimators (3.11) and (3.12) produce estimates restricted to the interval [0,1]. 
When the sampling weights are constants, <^(%,,0, A) corresponds to the well-known 
Nadaraya- Watson estimator, introduced by Giommi (1987) in the response probability 
estimation context. 
3.5 Theoretical Results 
3.5.1 Framework and Assumptions 
Assume that the population (7 can be embedded in an increasing sequence of finite 
populations {%}^, where the z/-th population has size the TVy (JVy > jV„_i). Define 
Yy = (}%, ïz, — - , y%)' to be the vector of values of one characteristic of interest, F, 
associated with C/y, and similarly, let = (%i, %2, - , %#„)' be corresponding vector 
for one auxihary variable %. For each z/, a sample of size (»^ > n„_i) is selected 
from according to a sampling design #,(-). 
Let Zy = (7i,/2, ' ' ' , /^)' be the sample inclusion indicator vector for the y-th 
population. Suppressing the notation, for simplicity, let the inclusion probabilities of 
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first order of the components of f „ be given by ^ and let 
A n . - , j k  — ( J j t  ^ j i )  Vl, " *  (3.14) 
denote higher moments for the sample inclusion indicators - - - ,7%, where the 
subscript "d" indicates the expectation is taken with respect to the sampling design. 
We shall assume that there are strictly positive constants A%, A2,..., Ag such that: 
(Al) Ai < < A2 < 00, V i e [4; 
(A2) t 7T, for some 0<7T<1, asy—too; 
(A3) For distinct ji, J2, " , E [4, where & = 2,3, - - , 8, 
(A4) lim^oo 1 ^ ^  6 (-00, 00) and ^ l%l* ^ ^5, for all 1/ > 1. 
Assumptions (Al) and (A3) specify that the sampling design pv(-) has sample in­
clusion indicators whose expectations and higher moments have asymptotic behavior of 
the same order as simple random sampling without replacement. These assumptions 
are commonly used in the large sample theory of sampling from finite populations. The 
requirement of moments up to the eighth power, in (A3), will be used to prove the con-
sistency of the estimator (3.11) (for a linearized version), by means of approximating the 
sequence of expectations of the squared remainder term in a Taylor expansion. Accord­
ing to (A2), the sampling fraction is assumed to converge to a strictly positive constant 
to allow the sampling weights, to have a finite limit as well. Assumption (A4) 
places a technical but not restrictive condition on the type of F variable that is allowed 
to apply the method. It requires that the mean of y converges to a finite constant and 
that the fourth moment of Y is bounded. 
Tlf-i — ^ + 1) n,,/ A4, if & is odd, 
— ^ + 1) My A3 , if & is even 
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Let R* = denote the response indicator vector for the f/-th popula-
tion. We consider the following (nonparametric) response mechanism for the distribution 
of R*: 
(Bl) Ei, are independent random variables; 
(B2) Pr{% = = Pr{^ = l|%J = ^, V i E 
(B3) V z E [4, where <^(-) is a twice continuously differentiable function 
with A6 < </>(•) < 1, for some strictly positive constant A6. The first derivative 
(fi'(-) has a finite number of sign changes. 
This response mechanism assumes that the nonresponse occurrences follow a Poisson 
sampling process. The response probabilities do not depend on the values of variable 
Y nor on the units selected to the sample. These probabilities, however, might vary 
with some auxiliary X. In the terminology of Little and Rubin (2002), this response 
mechanism can be seen as a type of "missing at random" mechanism. In assumption 
(B3), the fa are assumed to be uniformly bounded by a positive constant, in order to 
avoid a degenerate response mechanism. The condition that </(-) has a finite number of 
sign changes is required to apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain the limit of a smoother defined 
by the function ^( ). 
For the asymptotic study of the kernel regression estimators for the response proba-
bilities, we will assume that: 
(CI) For all !/ > 1, are independent and identically distributed random 
variables with distribution (a;) = /x(f) (#, where /%( ) is a continuous and 
positive probability density function on a compact set 6%]. Without loss of 
generality, we shall take 5 [0,1]; 
(C2) The kernel function #"(-) is a bounded and continuous probability density, which 
is symmetric around zero and supported on [-1,1]; 
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(C3) < 00; 
(C4) For all 1/ > 1, {^} is a sequence of bandwidths satisfying 0 < < 1, » 0, 
Tiy/iy -> 00 and Nyhy / log JVy ^ 00, as 1/ —t 00; 
(C5) The Erst derivatives /^( ) and %'(-) have a finite number of sign changes on the 
intervals [ax, £>x] and [-1,1], respectively. 
Assumption (CI) was used by Breidt and Opsomer (2000) and guarantees that, as 
y —» 00, the values of the auxiliary variable % "Gils in" the interval [o%, 6%]. However, 
the results that will be discussed keep the vector X u  fixed in order to obtain properties 
for the estimators under the randomness due to sampling design and the response mech­
anism only. Assumptions (C2)and (C3) are standard in the nonparametric literature. 
In (C4), we require that the rate by which the bandwidth approaches zero is slower than 
the reciprocal of the square root of the sample size. The condition that Nvhu converges 
faster than log in (C4), combined with (C5) and the condition that </(-) has a finite 
number of sign changes - assumption (133) - will be required to obtain uniform con­
vergence properties for components of the kernel estimators, using results from Pollard 
(1984) and Opsomer (1995). We shall use E(-jXt/), Yar(-|X„) and P{-|-XV} to denote 
conditional expectation, variance and probability under the joint distribution of and 
Ay, given is fixed. 
3.5.2 Estimation of the Inverse Response Probabilities under a Local 
Constant Fit 
Consider the local constant fit ^(%;, 0, A„) of (3.11). The objective is to construct a 
consistent estimator to the reciprocal of the %-th response probability, to adjust an 
estimator for the population mean according to (3.5). Notice, however, that ^(Xj, 0, /%„) 
can be equal to zero, if for a given window of elements around % E fTy, there are no 
selected units into the sample or when none of the selected units are respondents. In 
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these situations, the reciprocal of the corresponding estimated response probability is 
undefined and, by consequence, so is 
One way of handling this problem is by modifying the zero order local polynomial 
estimator to produce positive values with probability one. Let 
Ç (Ry, 1)'. (3.15) 
Observe that <^(%i, 0, /%„) = for all i 6 [/y, and therefore is not invertible when 
friiw/ is equal to zero. So, one possible correction for this estimator is to add a small 
(nonrandom) positive quantity to 7»%^. For this adjustment, see Fan (1993) and Breidt 
and Opsomer (2000). We shall bound fhi iu away from zero, by considering the truncated 
adjustment 
= max {mi»,, (Ny/iy)"^}, (3.16) 
where 6 is a known positive constant, and the corresponding (adjusted) response prob-
ability estimator will be given by 
0oif = ^ l iv, i G Uv. (3.17) 
Note that (3.17) is strictly positive because of the adjustment (Nvhv)~ l8. Also, when 
mu» > (Nvhv)~l8, which happens with high probability for v sufficiently large, then 
both estimators ^*0^ and ^(%i, 0, ^ ) are positive and = <^(%,,0, that is, the 
reciprocal of the adjusted estimator of (3.17) coincide with the reciprocal of the zero 
order kernel regression estimator of (3.11). 
Because estimator (3.17) is not linear, we will approximate its statistical properties 
by the corresponding properties of a limiting linearized random variable. First, consider 
the expectation of defined by 
y Tft>2iv) Ej -X^) 
= 
,€U
- 
(3
'
1S) 
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Thus, taking g(a) = 0% ^02, where o = (%, 02)' G (o% ^ 0), then 
= 9(%), * G (7y, (3.19) 
where fn*y = (^1^,^2,1,)'- By a first-order Taylor expansion of g( ) around we can 
decompose as 
= W%)+ew,(nC), (3.20) 
where 
%Wo) = g(m^) + Vp(TML,)(o - m^), e^(a) = g (a) - ^ (a) 
and V  g  ( a )  is the 1 x 2  vector of partial first derivatives of g ( - )  with respect to a .  
3.5.3 Estimation of the Population Mean 
We shall now obtain asymptotic properties for the estimation of the population mean. 
According to the inverse probability estimator, defined in (3.17), and according to the 
prescription (3.5), the population mean estimator of interest here is given by 
^ (321) 
" iESr 
Theorem 3.5.1 establishes asymptotic unbiasedness of for the population mean and 
gives an approximated formula for its variance. We show these results considering, for 
simplicity, the case of only one Y variable. However, the weights and the results of 
the theorem can be applied to any variable that has a finite population fourth moment. 
A proof of this theorem is provided in the Appendix B. 
Theorem 3.5.1. Consider 0 sequence 0/ popwWions {[/&, :%/>!}, wAere A as size 
> jVy_i > lj. Assume /or eoc/i o sample s^, 0/ ^ red size n„ (n^ > 
rty_i) is selected/rom [7^ 6?/ o pro6oMisfic samp/ing design p^( ), w/iicA sofis/ies 
(^4^). Suppose (&e response mec/ionisTn safis^es f/ie conditions 
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sotis/Zes fCJj ond assumptions ("C^)-^C^ Ao/d. Consider (Ae esfimofor 0/ 
(3.21) to estimate the mean of any variable Y satisfying (A4). Let Pjç denote the joint 
probability distribution of X%, X2, - - Then, with Pjç probability one, 
E (î/ttOv Virt/ji/) IXv O (ijlvhi,) ) 1 
where Y^V is a random variable such that with PJQ -probability one, 
E(&^ - ^  I X,) = O (^/') + O 
ond 
Var (tj-nTjiv I X t/) 
where Y^v is the population mean of Y for the u-th population, 
™2i'y CoV^i, j Xy) 
jv. E E  
^-1 iv 1/ 
, ^2iv m2i'v 1 
- 2  
1 _1 ]_ 
frt2iv Tft'2Vv 1 
Cov(%, j Xy) 
'Ki'Kii'KjTXji E E Kh(D,,)Kh(D, f) 
E E 
4-2 
- 2  
miM, mii' y  Nv 
mgiy 1 1 
TFLxiv Wlli'v Nv 
T»2^ 1 1 
^ Cov(7„ j 
TTiTTi'TTj 
Cov(^, Tiy I %y) 
E K^D'i 
E MA-,) 
E E MDiJK^D,,],) 
Gov(r/ij, T{ijt I Xy) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
7r,7r,,7Tj?ry 
Dij ~ Xj Xi, ^ — liRî; f]ij — IiRi(IjRj 7rj<f>(Xj)), t^j — Ij(Ij ttj)R,jr, and the 
corresponding coi/arionces ore de/ined in lemma ^.7^ /or off i, i% E Uy. 
The following corollary establishes the order of the variance for approximating the 
random variable For a proof for this result, see Da Silva and Opsomer (2003). 
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Corollary 3.5.1. [/nder t/ie conditions 0/ 7% go rem & (Aen 
Var(^y j = 0((ny/iy)"^) (3.26) 
wi#i fj^-pro6o6iZi(y one. 
Remark 1. The results in Theorem 3.5.1 and Corollary 3.5.1 should be interpreted as 
statements of probability one regarding the distribution of the sequence of values for the 
auxiliary variable %; that is, the results are valid for almost all such sequences, under 
the distribution Pjç. In (3.22), it is seen that the distribution of the estimator for the 
population mean, y^ou, can be (asymptotically) approximated by the distribution of the 
random variable This result implies that, by (A4), and 
have the same asymptotic distribution. Under the proposed asymptotic framework, the 
approximation is (nvhv)-consistent and improves when the bandwidth parameter gets 
larger. Hence, nvhv can be seen as the actual sample size involved in this estimation 
process of the population mean. 
Remark 2 .  As expected, the bandwidth parameter lias also an important role on the 
asymptotic properties of y^w By (3.23), the bias has two components that converges 
to zero, as a consequence of (C4). The first one is at most of order In this 
local polynomial regression context, this order can be seen as a compromise between 
0(/&y) and 0(/&y), which represent the orders of the biases when the estimation of ^(-%i) 
takes place at the "boundary" and "bounded away from the boundary", respectively. 
Despite this, it is possible for this component to achieve order 0(hl); for example, if 
the assumption of finite fourth moment on the Y variable — assumption (A4) — is 
weakened to uniformly boundedness. The second component in the bias of is at 
most of order l/n&,A„, the same order the variance in (3.26); therefore, these terms get 
smaller by increasing the bandwidth. 
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Remark 3. Combining the results in (3.23) and (3.26), it follows that 
for some positive constants o, 6. So, an "optimal" bandwidth choice, in the sense of 
Furthermore, as converges to a Suite constant, by (A4), then on a set of 
probability one, for all c > 0, 
as v tends to infinity. Therefore, ynou is consistent to YNv. 
Remark 4. The last result in Theorem 3.5.1 gives an asymptotic expression for the 
variance of yn0l/. Although this formula can be expressed in a simple quadratic form, the 
structure of the variance weights are quite intractable. We shall address the estimation 
step of this variance in a further article. 
3.6 Conclusions 
In this article, we addressed the problem of unit, nonresponse in sample surveys by 
considering a weighting procedure that adjusts the sampling weights by the reciprocal 
of estimates for the response probabilities. The procedure is shown to estimate con­
sistently the population mean of any characteristic of interest that has a finite fourth 
population moment. Approximations for the bias and variance of the proposed estima­
tor are provided by means of these same properties of a linear consistent approximation 
for the estimator. The order of the bias and an expression of the variance for the linear 
approximation are derived. The effect of the bandwidth parameter on the bias and vari­
ance is also examined. It is seen that when increasing the bandwidth parameter, one of 
minimizing the mean square error of for fixed, is given by /to = [6/3(m„]^. 
-4- 0, 
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the components of the bias also increases, while the second component diminishes. The 
variance, on the other hand, gets smaller by enlarging the bandwidth parameter. 
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Appendices: Derivations of Theoretical Results 
A. Useful Lemmas 
Lemma 3.1. Assume tAot assumptions AoM. Z,et u( ) be o continuous, 
bounded and twice differentiable function. Suppose that the first derivative of u(-) con­
tains a finite number of sign changes. Then, as u —>- oo, 
(i) 
(ii) sup 1 
x€[0,l] h v  
k T, - tiK(iff)u(t)fx(t)dt j€.Uv 
>• 0 o.s.; 
—t 0 o.s., tuAere 
Qy(a;) 
O(A^), i/ a € (Ay, 1 - Ay] 
O(Ay), i/ 3: G [0, Ay] U (1 - Ay, 1]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1: (i) To show this part, we will apply some results on uniform 
convergence of empirical measures presented in Pollard (1984, Chapter 2). Let Q he a 
a probability measure on a set S and let 5F be a class of functions in £ 1(Q), the set of 
all integrable functions with respect to Q. Associated with Q and 5F, Pollard defines a 
covering number N(e, Q, 3"), for each £ > 0, as the smallest value of m such that there 
exist functions gi, #2, " ' , <7m (not necessarily in 3") by which min, Q|/ — < c for each 
Consider the class of functions 
3v = f 1 1 — cc hu u(-) : x 6 [0,1] 
where AT# = sup^,_i ^  A:(t) and = sup^^^^ |u(t)|. Take the measure Q to be the 
measure induced by the empirical cumulative distribution function F„. Because both 
K(-) and «(•) have their corresponding first derivatives with only a finite number of sign 
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changes then, by Opsomer (1995, Lemma A.4(H), p. 144) and Pollard (1984, Lemma 
11.25, p. 27). there are constants A and w (not depending on v) such that 
supN(e, Q, SF„) < for 0 < g < 1. Q 
Consider the sequences = 1 and = (C(A, w)Ay)^, where C(k,it) is a positive 
constant, that depend on K ( -) and «(•). For any /„ € 3^, it is clear that |/„| < 1. Also, 
2 
FSl s I! W r^)u(t])fx{t)it 
= Ay / (AT(z)ïi(a;4-A„z)) /%(3:4-Ayz)dz. 
J - x / h u  
- ( I - x ) / h „  
- x j v
But, as K(-), u(-) and fx(-) are bounded functions, then the integral on the right-hand 
side is bounded by some constant C(&, %) € (0, oo). Hence, 
M^<(Ay%ti))^ = ^ , 
for all v > 1. Since 
by (C4), then the conditions of Theorem 11.37 (Pollard 1984. p. 34) are satisfied. There­
fore, (i) follows. 
(ii) By Taylor expansions, 
%(z 4- Ayz) = %(z) 4- w'(%)Ai,z 4- ;jy%"(&,)A^ 
and 
/%(% 4- A„z) = /x(a;) 4- /%(z)A„z 4- ^/z(5r)A^, 
for some ^ and between T and T 4- A„z. Let 
™ ( 1 — x ) / h  
- x / h v  
r(l-z)/A. 
W;,(^, z) = / z^7T(z)(iz, ^ — 0,1, - - ,4. 
J  — x /  
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Then, 
M l - x ) ! h v  
= Ay / AT(z) «(a; 4- Ayz)/%(r 4- Ayz)dz 
J  — x / h v  
= Ayj u(z)/x(z)wy(0, z) 4- ^/^(z)«(%) 4- /%(a;)u'(%)^ AyW^(l, r) + 
+ /*(%)%'(%) + + 
2 (fx(£x) + f'x{x)u"(Cuij hlujv(3,x) + 
^ f/x((x)«"(L)l ^ ^(4, z)j. 
Note that if x G (A„, 1 — hu), then [—x/hu, (1 — x)/hu] D [—1,1] and, by (C2), 
Wy(0, z) = ^ = 1, 
Wy(l, z) = y z7T(z)(fz = 0 = Wy(3, z) 
and 
Wy(^, z) = ^  z^j("(z)dz < oc, for ^ = 2,4. 
Hence, on (Ay, 1 — Ay], 
f/y = Ayj^(z)/xWwy(0,r) 4- O(Ay) + O(A^) j. (3.27) 
If z E [0, Ay], —z/Ay > 1 and, for %/ su&cieut large, (1 — z)/Ay > (1 — Ay)/Ay > 1. Thus, 
for large v, 
|wy(^,z)|< / |z|^(z)dz E (0,oo), 
J  — x f h u  
Hence, on [0, Ay], 
P/y = Ay^ «(%)/%(z)wy(O, z) + O(Ay) 4 . (3.28) 
for all ^ = 0,1,2,3,4. 
- x j v  
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In a similar way, we obtain the same expression as (3.28) for on (1 — 1]. So, by 
(3.27)-(3.28), we can write, 
f A = ^ f a) + o„(%) 
= ^ f %(z)/%(z) + o^(z) + , 
where 6^(z) = K(z)/x(a;)(w„(0, z) — 1). As A"( ) and ^( ) are bounded and w„(0, z) — 1 = 
o( 1), uniformly in x 6 [0,1], as v tends to oo, then supz6[0j, \h„(x)\ = o(l). Therefore, 
by (i) and (3.27)-(3.28), 
1 
sup — 
ze[o,i] "y 
X« — x 
h„ 
ïf(Xj) - ^  f %(%)/% (z) + 
< sup 
zG[0,l] "'V 
—y 0 ci.s. 
M 
" j'e[Ty 
Xj — x 
h„ 
u(Xj) — P fP sup |6^(z)| 
z6[0,l] 
and (ii) is established. 
O (Lemma 3.1) 
One important application of Lemma 3.1 is to obtain the limit as u tends to oo of 
the vector of smoothed means miu of (3.18), for any population unit i fixed. Note that, 
by (B3), i^(-) has a finite number of sign changes. Taking %(-) = <^( ), for and 
u( ) = 1, for we have that 
TThiv — (jY^Xiv j ) 
= /x(^"i)(^(^«), 1)' + 0(/t„)f{Xi G 
+ 0(^)/{%<e(^,i-M} 
for all 2 E fixed. Note that the convergence rate is faster for values X, far away from 
the boundary of the interval [0,1]. 
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Lemma 3.2. Z,eZ (Ae empiricoZ c«m«Zo(ife d»fri6t((%on yimcfxon oaaocio(ed 
z}-
" je% 
Aaaume f/io( agg^mp^oTW ond Ao/(f. T/iua, 
(i) Aa ^ oo, 
sup 
ze[o,i] 
Fu{x + hy) — Fv(x — hv) 
2A^A^ AW 
—Y 0 d.S.j 
(ii) Forp G [0, oo) fixed, 
h^p(«X 
X ]&>v 
•  < X j  < x +h v }  J OO U.S . ,  
^oo 
uniformly in x; 
(iii) limsup 2Nvhv 53 ^{Xj e [o,/i„] u(i-/t,,,i]} <00 a.s., y-Kx: 
(iv) limsup^j < 00 a.&. 
y-»oc jeu„ 
Proof of Lemma 3.2: (i) and (ii) See the proof of Lemmas 1 and 2(i) of Breidt and 
Opsomer (2000, pp. 1047-1048), respectively. 
(iii) Note that by (i), for any e > 0, there is v0 such that v > u0 implies 
fl,(z + ^ ) - f^(z - A^) 
2 At, 
< c, T = 0,1 a s. 
Let Cj, = 1, if p E [0,1] and = 2? if p > 1. By the so-called inequality (Sen and 
Singer 1993, p. 21), 
2jV„by ^ y ^{Xj e I0' M) 
1 
2A^ 
1 
2A» 
< C« 
[FX0 + ^ )-F,(0-W] 
jF„(0 + hv) — Fu{ 0 — h,,) 
2^ /x(0) + (/x(0))' 
< Cp {&P 4- (/x(0))"} , for all f/ > z/Q, 
< 00, for all %/ > z/Q-
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By similar arguments, 
e(i-hv,i\} I 2/i, [FV{1 + hu) — Fu{ 1 — /i„)] 
< Cp + (/x(l))''} , for all (/ > i/o, 
< cxD, for all i/ > i/o-
Hence, using that for disjoint sets v4 and B, = /{A} 4- /{g}, part (iii) follows. 
(iv) The result follows because 
V ^ y I{X_j€(hv,\—hv]} 1 2/i„ 2N h ^ ^ ^Xj e '0' / l' N„ „]U(1 —hv,l]} 
= 1 - 2Z;„ [0(1)], by (iii) and (iv), 
= 1 -t-o(l), by (C4). 
O (Lemma 3.2) 
Lemma 3.3. Assume that the conditions (Al)~(A3) and (B1)-(B3) hold. For ji, j2,- • •, 
E (4, de/ine 
k 
where <pj = <t>(Xj). Consider the Aju.~jk of (3.14). Let Ar denotes the r-fold Cartesian 
product o/ fAe ae( A, w/tere r is o /Zrecf poaifive = {(ji,j2, " ,Jr) G 
^ : Ji = J2 = ' - = jr} and = {O'l, Jz, " ,;V) € : ezac% & component 
are distinct}, k = 2,3, • , r. Thus, for r — 8, 
' 0(AT^;4) A: = 5 
0(^n,-^), %/ t = 6 
O(N^), */ & = 7 
max ^ 
Jl," 
OK , & = 8, 
/or o// pogg*6Ze sequences {%„}. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.3: Let W) = and = — TTj, j E ET),. Hence, 
Tj- l- j, = E[Wn • • • Wj, I X„] 
=  E j ^ f W j ,  • •  •  W h  |  h , , X „ ) ] ,  
where - I Jy, denotes expectation with respect the response mechanism defined 
by (B1)-(B3), and 
An,-j's — E[Zji • • • Zj8 | Xv\ = Ed[Zj1 • • • Zj6\. 
For Oj = (—and ^ where & is integer greater than or 
equal to one, 
and, for jijz, - - , E ^ and integers n, r?, - - , r& > 1, 
Ey[wj;w£ • • • wj> |i„, x„] = f • • • pf", (3.29) 
where if ^ > 2, and if r/ = 1. Assume that assump-
tions (Al)-(A3) and (B1)--(B2) hold. On A5^„, the evaluation of Fj ly-jg involves (ex-
cept for a rearrangement of the components in the product) three possible cases, namely 
and 
But, for all ^ ^ 2 # ' - ^ Js E C4, 
Eri (4 
< |a;i ^  Ed | + |6;i,4| Ed ^ 
\ajl I I A/2,"' Js I J5 J5 I 
•
01 ISMS 
«S 
n, ^ ^  
0 1  Kk 
(3.30) 
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and 
WKKW»W>.W»\X»]\ 
Using the facts that 
E, [HL 
E,: 
£—3 < 1441 h [n, ^ 
i46j„3i|Ed[/,,nL3^ + I4l^2'2l | Ed ^ + 
';2,2| E, Zi. 31 
I^J3J4J5 + ^ 2^j3j4jgl + 
I4W l^i,. 31,33,34,35 + jl A?3 J4 ,js I + 
1^1,3^2,21 [ |Aji,...jg + TTji Ajg,... jg| + 
^32 I An ,33,34 ,J5 + ^ jl A?3j4j5 |] 
° ( ^ w )  +0(sts-) *  
°(6)*°(S*°(I = 0( 
Zjl \^34,h \ — 0[ ,M 
(3.31) 
Ed h  I I I , %  — IA?'i 
= 0 
3 ,34,35 + 7Tj,-ANj5l, Jif4,5, 
+ 0 My = 0 
Eh n , _4  ^  — I A?> ,3k ,34,35 + 113i ^ 3k ,34,35 I + 
71 3k IA?ij4j5 + 1rji^34,jS I 5 ji 7^ jk 7^ 4, 5, 
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and 
Eh Tji 7% 
then 
d %%^_g ^  
< 
En I 
Ed[/j,n 
Zi, f I—r
5 
+ 7Tjs E(| IJ2 J| ]^_4 Zj t  
^2 7T 3 2 ^-.iL + 
ft h Ed |^ji7j2 n^_4 Zjt 
— IAn>'" J5 ft31 Jsl +" ft32 I Ahdsj'-tjs 
+7rj3E'd 41 In EL Zj, 
0 ^ + 2 0 ^ 4 1 + 0 ^  \^AT4 01 
EH (4+^1,2^1) (4 + ^,2^2) (4s + ^3,27,3) 4^ 
< 14441 
4^,2° 3 31 
ED 
E, 
II Z- + 144^3,21 Eh ^.nL% 
31 
+ 
14^'^3,21 
4; I%z= 4  + 1^1.244 I [7,1 Y%/=4 
n,^ ^  +1^1,24^3,2! 1 Ed [7,17,3 Yi H=4 
r5 
z. 31 Ed 
1^1,2^2,241 4i4% II. , ^  +1^1,2^2,26js^| Ej 4i4%{;3 U, . ^ 
+ 
° \ K K )  
Lf=4 
^4 ,»2 
31 
+  3
° l ^ ^ > + 3 0 ( J f ^ f J + 0 U s  \ K N î )  
0 1  k  
(3.32) 
for all ji ^ J2 # " 7^ Js E Uy. Similarly, the possible cases of on v4c,g^ 
are and | X^]. However, for all 
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jl f J2 f - - f .76 € [/y 
x. MW^W j,W i,W i.W j,W j, I X„] | = E„ |(a,=, + 6,J]",, AA 
— \ah I 
°(SS) 
°(S) 
"(S) "(SI 
(3.33) 
and 
| X„] | Ea (4 + (4 + ^ 2,2^) lï^g 
< 144 E, 
r6 
ny_3^j| + l4^,2| Ed[^n^3^ 
+ 14^1.2! ^ lï^g ^  
+ \bji,2^2,2! Ed \jjilj2 0^_3 J3i 
f < ^ ) + 2 0 f 4 4 V o f ^  
°{IÎ;N})+ 2 0 \N;nï)  
o (3.34) 
On A7i8i1,, the term that defines the order of F^,... j8 is E[W^W^ • • • Wj7 | X„}. For all 
Ji 7^ " # J? G C/y, however, 
|E[^^-..^,|Xy]| Eri (4+^1,2^1) X. 
< |o 
•311 Ej IL^.JI + IM EMPILA 
Wjl I I A?2>"- J7 I I^jl,2 I lAn,-J7 ftjl^32,--- ,. ,37 \ 
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Finally, for ji, - - , jg G vlg^, 
\T i„... j,\ = \E{W jr--Wn\X„}\ 
< 
Ed 
Ed 
II;, 
n> 
,ja \ o (3.36) 
Therefore, 
max = 
31,— ,3 8£^k,8," 
by (3.30)-(3.32), if A = 5, 
by (3.33)-(3.34), if k = 6, 
AT»n;»0(^Ar/), by (3.35), if A: = 7, 
jV^;»0(^-8), by (3.36), if t = 8, 
which give the prescribed orders involving F^,... js. Taking 4>j( = 1, for all i = 1, • • • .8, 
the proof for A^,... is similar. Therefore, the result of the Lemma follows. 
• (Lemma 3.3) 
Lemma 3.4. ylaaume ZAaZ (Ae o/ TAeorem j TAtw, 
max E( jmiiy - , |m2«„ - | ) = O ((nyAy)""^) 
on a set with Pj£ -probability one. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4: Let z E and y be fixed. Since (Al) implies that (?r^ - - - TTj*)^ < 
for all ji, jg, " ,Jg € C4, then 
E[|muy - | = |E[(miiy - m^)^ | A"y] | 
< 
Art M 
^ 1 I{Xi-h„<Xj1 ,Xj2 ,••• ,Xjs<Xi |r,„- J8l 1131 ' ' ' ftjs. 
- E f ) max{|F^,... jg| : , Js E A,8,^} x 
- (7V,Ay)' 
f 7TT- E I 
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But, by Lemma 3.2(ii), there is a set Og with = 1, such that on this set 
^ ^ y I{Xi— hv<Xj<Xi+h„}^ 0(1), 
for all 1 < A; < 8 and all z E [/„. Also, since (Tiy/iy)^/(jV^Ay)^"* is bounded, for all 
A; = 1,2,3,4, and, on the corresponding A&,8,„ sets, F^j,,... j, is trivially bounded by 
one. Then, applying Lemma 3.3, we have that on Oo 
< <ig)+Kfff)+K§tï) + 
nzhf,N„\ _ /nihi 
° W ^ ) + 0 { - w ) -  <3-37) 
which is bounded as the fourth term of the right-hand side is 0(1) and each of the 
remaining seven terms converges to zero, as v tends to infinity. By similar arguments, 
since 
Km \ "• 7 IAn,--- j81 E m2iu | | -%-v\ 5 z j \g ^ y I{Xi-hv<Xj1,Xj2,---
^VyMy^ TT, ii,-" ,JG,£U„ J8 
then max^g^ E[|m2w — | Xy] is also of order 0((n,„A„) ^) on Oo-
Now, observe that, by the Cr inequality (Sen and Singer 1993, p. 21), 
E[|mîijy — m-iivl8 | Xv\ < 27 (E[|m*liu — m^l8 | Xv] + E[|mi^ — mu^f | Xy] ) , 
and 
E [|77i*,y — 77%iw,r | — E [|miû, — | Xy] 4-
E [|(7VyAy)""^^ — | Xy] 
< < (%)-^} = 0(KA,)-»), 
for all i 6 [/y. So, by (3.37), 
maX E[|m*^ - mi^l^ | Xy] = 0((MyAy)"^) + 0((?lyAy)^) = 0((nyAy)"^) , 
i€Uv 
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on % and the result follows. 
O (Lemma 3.4) 
Lemma 3.5. .Assume (Aof (Ae conAfioTis o/ Theorem Aofd. Consider (Ae /unction 
/ii/( ) = (e»/('))^, wAere e^( ) *a (Ae remainder (erm m jecompoaifion .W i E (7^ 
ond 6e /ireJ. TTien, on o se( -probably one, 
(i) There is en, e-u > 0 and a constant K\ € (0, oo) such that 
/«,(<%) < 
/or oZZ a € + e^] x + Egi]; 
(ii) For all a in the support ofrn* iv, |/iz,(a)|2 < C(niyA1/)4 for some C 6 (0, oo); 
(iii) E[|^(m*Jp|X,] = 0(l). 
Proof of Lemma 3.5: Fix i E Uv and X„. (i) The result follows from the continuity 
of g(o), and Vg(o) at as > 0, for alii E % and all y. 
(ii) By the Cr inequality (Sen and Singer 1993, p. 21), 
|A/(o)| 
< 4 
|^(o) - g(m^) - E^(T»^)W - nW|* 
t=i 
2 
p(a)|^ + |g(n%^)|^ + |gM(m^)|^|of - m%„| 
t — 1  
(3.38) 
where (a) = 9p(a)/9ot. Note hrst that > (A^A„)"^^, by construction. Let Ko 
be a constant such that 7V„ < Ko^y, for all f/. The existence of this constant follows from 
assumption (A2). Also, by Lemma 3.2(h), there is a finite positive constant, %i, such that 
(TVyhy)-! IZjEC/, ^ ^1- Thus, < (max^,, < «0^1^^^. 
Hence, for o = (ai, Og)' in the support set of fn*„, then &i > (7VyA„)""^J, < /to^i 
and 
|g(a)|^ = ((%i ^2)^ = 0((7V^)^) = 0((n^)^) . (3.39) 
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Now, since by Lemma 3.1, * 6 fixed implies that —> /%(X,)(^(%i), 1)% as i/ —^ oo, 
on a set 0% with f%{Oi} = 1. Since > 0, then on 0%, (g(m«,), g(^(n%ii/), 
^^(m^)) = 0(1), by continuity of these functions. Finally, observe that — 7Tj^| 
and — 7Tj| are uniformly bounded by one, respectively, max^g^ = 0(1) (by (Al) 
and (A2)) and (AT„/t„)-i % - ^ *)/^) < Thus, 
< 
x E lI,R' ~ = 0(1)' 
\fn2iv — mnv 
' Ku, 
and 
|(Nuhu) 1d — mi^l < ———h K m — 0(1). 
Pi ytXu 
So, |at — mtiv| = 0(1), for ( = 1,2, and therefore on fii, 
|/tv(û)| = 0((ni,/i1/)4) + 0(1) + 0(1) + 0(1) 
= 0((^/l;,)^) . 
(iii) Note that by parts (i)-(ii) and, because E[||fn*, — | = 0( (nyAy)^) on 
the set Oo, defined in the proof of Lemma 3.4, then the sequence {(/i„(fn%,))^}, for fixed 
i E Uy, satisûes the conditions of Theorem 5.4.4 (with r = 8, 77 = 1 and p = 4) of Fuller 
(1996, p. 247), on the set Oo H Hi . Since _P%-{Oo n 0%} = 1, the result follows. 
O (Lemma 3.5) 
Lemma 3.6. Aaaume (Ae cond^io/w 0/ Theorem «9.5J Ao/j. T%en, /or % E tAe 
remainder term of decomposition (3.20) for the adjusted response probability estimator 
(3.17) satisfies 
E (e»,(TrC))^ I =0((n„b„) , 
on a set with Pj£-probability one. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.6: Consider the decomposition of (3.20) and let i E be fixed. 
Consider the sequence of functions {/i„(fn*,)}, defined in Lemma 3.5. Because > 0, 
then /«,(-) and all of its partial derivatives up to order four are continuous at Hence, 
there exists a closed and bounded sphere with m», in the interior of such that 
/«,(•) and the partial derivatives above are continuous on Si and, therefore, bounded 
on Si. Furthermore, /i„(-) and the partial derivatives up to order three are zero, when 
evaluated at for all i E Using that 
on a set with Px~probability one. Hence, by Lemma 3.5(iii), the sequence {/^(m*^)} 
with i E Uv fixed satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.4.3 ( with a = 2, s = 4. 6 — 1 
and Oy = 0((ni,Ay)"^) ) of Fuller (1996, pp. 244-245), for almost all realizations of 
{ X v } .  Then, we have that 
Lemma 3.7. v4sg%me (Ae confions AoW. ConaWer </*e rondom %or%-
o6/ea ^ and Tij ore je^ned in TAen, /or i, f, j,/' E (7^, 
miiv + in,2iv — 7712,1, 
< 2" {E[|mL - | + E[|^ - | %,]} 
= 0((ny^y2)-8) ^ by Lemma 3.4, 
E (%„(%))'| X, = E[/„(%) | (3.40) 
with -Pjf "Probability one, which proves the result. 
• (Lemma 3.6) 
Gov(7^, Jit X„) -  TTii' (t)ii> -
C O Y J  Xf/J —  TTn' jjf jj' TTji' j71 j' tpH'j(j)j f  T^ii1 j$ii'j' 4*j j' 
j' $ij*Pi' j'j f  
TT-iTTi' TTjTTjf ((f)j (j)j' ; 
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Cov(TY, Tilji | X u )  = {ftii'jj' — ftii'jTTj' — Kii'j'Kj + j'ïï— 
~ i~  < T ~ j j T T 7 T y '  - f -  T T j T T j T T ; /  j i  T r ^ T r ^ T r ^ ' T T j ^ ) ^ ^ / ,  
Cov("7i, Tji'j | -X^y) = T^U'j(foii'j 
Cov(7j, Tj/j | X.v) — (^"v'z'j ^ïi'^j)*foii' (J^i^i'j 7T^7T?;/7Tj)(pi(pji 
and 
Gov ( f ) i j , Tj'y | X v )  — i^ii'jj' j') 4* i i ' j ~~ T^ii' ^j' ) 4*ii' 4*j ~ 
(jijKi'j' TTjjTTi' 71 j> j (p/j CpL' -j- {t^iTÏjTij'j' TT^Tlj' 71 j7[j> j (pi<pif -
Proof of Lemma 3.7: Using the fact that for two random variables and 7%, defined 
in the same probability space as I„ and Rt, and with finite second moments, 
Cov(Ti,T2|X„) = Covd X,), E^Tgjf „ X,)] + Ed[Cov^(Ti,T2|f„%,)], 
the results follow directly after some (tedious) algebra. 
• (Lemma 3.7) 
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B. Proof of Theorem 3.5.1 
Consider the vectors TT&ù, and deûned in (3.15) and (3.19), respectively. By 
(3.20), we can write 
VkOv Viri/jv — elz/ + {Viribv yiripv)i (3.41) 
where 
{y-Ktfrv) Vinpui elf ) — JIT ^ "] wi (V !!/(jW'ii') • V;iv{miv) ; f-i"{ m i v ) )  ^ ' i •  
Since 0 < max^g^ 7^ < 1 and, by (Al) and (A2), 0 < max,g^ < A, where A is a 
finite positive constant, then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
2 
E — ^2 } iwihRieii>{m 
- 1\?2 ^2 (^(^L)) |^] + 
A2 
|y,||r,| (e[ (e,„(m*,))2 |X„]E[ |X„] 
1/2 
< o ^)^Sy,2+0(^) te|r-1 a.s. Pi 
by Lemma 3.6. As, by (A4), 
1 0 < 
N„ 
it follows that 
SK I S(®£'7)'" s(i£ , ' ' ') ,"=< : 'v-
E \ e l \ X „ \ = 0  
nlK 
as. f y. (3.42) 
Now, consider 
(jjlvi V2u, V2vi VSv) n^>2 iv 
M 
^ Wj divRiYi, (3.43) 
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where 
TT&lw TH\h, Tïl2iv 
and TTtiiy and mgiy are defined in (3.18). Therefore, 
, i 1 Tllii/ Tflliv ^liv TTI'lii' m>2 iv ^2iv 
= 1, 
and 
3/x^i/) — (s/iy — 3/2f + 3/3y, î/ii/ — 2/L + Î/3:/) (3 44) 
2/ir# — 3/%, — 3/2,, — TT" ^2 (3.45) 
where 
Fix i G Uv. By the discussion that follows Lemma 3.1, 
T7l2i^ 1 lim 
on a set with Pjç--probability one. Therefore, = 0(1) a.s. Pj£ and, by (Al)-
(A2) and (A4), < c a.s. for some Snite and positive constant c. 
Then, 
B K|X„] < C2E - ffiuj2  
< c2 (N,h,y PP < (MA/T1»} 
=  ° i m )  a-s-Px-
for all i € Uy. Therefore, with -probability one, 
E 
=  ° [ m ) -  <3-46) 
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by (A4). Combining (3.42) and (3.46), then by (3.41) and the Q inequality (Sen and 
Singer 1993, p. 21) 
E 
= O 0(^Lr^=0^^1 a.s. 
Hence, result (3.22) follows. 
Now, for simplicity, let denote <^(%«), = Ed and ^ = E^^Ay | %^]. 
Thus, observe that 
i£Uv 
— %A (TTij^ij — TTiTrj^i^j) 
TT^TTj 
and 
= 
1 1 
^ iEC/, jGC/, e4: nC.T7- V X j  — A", \ (7T i j  —  T T i T T j )  K 
But, by (A4) and Lemma 3.1, with Pv probability one, 
s p f e ™ - ' )  
\ ' / / X ' i£") (iS(S'-ï 
< o(i)  ^ ±£4(a„(x,))2) 
(Oh 
1/2 
ly- ^2 
= 0(1) (O(^) + = 0(^'). 
Also, since by Lemma 3.1 is uniformly bounded (a.s. Pv) by some positive 
constant c% and 
(TTij^j - TTjTTj^j) ^ I C2, % — J 
" I 7%;:C3 , 2 f j, 
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for some positive constants eg and C3, then 
|E [t/2f IX ;/J J < 
Ci^M 1 
-C2 E w+ 
iÇiUv 
C3 yi 1^1 ^2 - \-hv} 
i€Uu j^içjJu 
< J^-E^ 1/2 
•^l/hy Tt^ 
/ \ v* 
+ O(nJ^) = 0((n^^)^) a.s. P%, 
where we have used the property that by Lemma 3.2 | < 
(Nvhv — l)c4 a.s.Pj, for some positive constant c4. By similar arguments, we can show 
also that 
|E I = 0((n^^) a.s. f 
Therefore, 
^(Y^U — Y N V \X„)  < E« 
^ 
»i — 1 
«E(7„ 
+ |E(^|X,)| + |E(^|%,)| 
= O (^) + O a s. 
and (3.23) follows. 
Finally, (3.25) follows from straightforward algebra for the formula 
Var^^t,) = Var (yh, — y2v + Vsu), 
according to (3.44) and, then, applying Lemma 3.7. 
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CHAPTER 4 VARIANCE ESTIMATION FOR A KERNEL 
SMOOTHING ADJUSTMENT FOR SURVEY 
NONRESPONSE 
A paper prepared for submission to scholarly journals and proceedings 
D. N. da Silva and J. D. Opsomer 
Abstract 
A popular type of adjustment to compensate for unit nonresponse is by adjusting 
the sampling weights with estimates of the response probabilities. One nonparametric 
method to produce estimators of such probabilities is by local polynomial regression. 
This method is studied in depth by Da Silva and Opsomer (2003). It is shown that the 
adjustment results in a consistent estimator for the population mean, and an analytical 
approximation for the variance of the estimator considered is derived. This approxi­
mation, however, is seen to be quite complicated for practical purposes. In this paper, 
we discuss a method to estimate the variance of the estimator considered by Da Silva 
and Opsomer (2003). The variance estimator is based on replication methods such as 
the Jackknife or Balanced repeated replication. Statistical properties of the proposed 
variance estimator are examined theoretically. 
Key Words: missing data, response probability, weighting adjustment, local polyno-
mial regression. 
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4.1 Introduction 
The problem of unit nonresponse in survey sampling occurs when none of the char-
acteristics of interest is measured on a particular set of units that are selected to the 
sample. One class of procedures to account for unit nonresponse, known as weighting 
adjustments, increases the sampling weights of the units in the observed sample, to 
compensate for the ones that are not measured. These procedures often assume the 
nonresponse occurrences as a random process and adjust the sampling weights by the 
reciprocal of estimates of the probabilities that the units are respondents. Hence, this 
requires the extra estimation step relative to the response probabilities (though some 
methods do so "implicitly" by defining uniform response cells). Its foundations relies 
on the fact that if the response probabilities were estimated without error, the resulting 
set of adjusted weights would provide an unbiased estimator for the population mean or 
total, depending on how the original weights were defined. 
The estimation of the response probabilities is often conducted by using information 
from auxiliary variables, supposed to affect the nonresponse process. Usually, this is 
done by assuming a model to link the response probabilities to t he auxiliary variables. 
In other words, the probability that a unit is a respondent is modeled as a function of 
the values of the auxiliary information that is available for that unit. This function, 
which we call response /unction, can be specified parametrically, like in a logit or probit 
model, or can be largely unspecified, only requiring "smoothness" conditions. The latter 
choice defines a nonparametric model and offers a potential alternative in practice, as 
often there is not sufficient information to safely conjecture a parametric model. 
Nonparametric models require nonparametric methods to estimate the response prob­
abilities. Nonparametric estimation in nonresponse contexts seems to have been first 
discussed by Giommi (1984), who proposed an estimator that corresponds to the re-
sponse rates of windows of observations, centered at the different values of an auxiliary 
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variable. This estimator is a moving average version of the classical method that takes 
the response rates within known specified cells (or class) of units to estimate the assumed 
common response probabilities of each cell. Giommi (1987) addresses more explicitly 
the use of kernel smoothing methods to extend the Giommi (1984) estimator. 
Da Silva and Opsomer (2003) introduced the use of local polynomial regression meth-
ods to obtain different response probability estimators. The estimators differ depending 
on the degree of the polynomial fitted. Giommi (1987) estimator is related to the zero 
order local polynomial estimator, which consists on the fit of a constant locally. Da Silva 
and Opsomer (2003) also proposed an asymptotic framework and established the consis­
tency of the estimator for the population mean that is adjusted by the zero order local 
polynomial estimator. 
An crucial step in the estimation process of survey sampling is the assessment of 
the variance of the estimators considered. In the presence of nonresponse, this step 
may become challenging. In the case of the adjusted estimators by estimated responses 
probabilities, it is usually difficult to assess analytically the variance of the estimators 
under nonparametric response models. In some cases, asymptotic approximations are 
not useful for practical purposes. See the formula derived in Da Silva and Opsomer 
(2003) for the variance of a random variable with the same asymptotic distribution as 
the adjusted by the zero order local polynomial estimator. One method to overcome 
the analytical complexities in the derivation of a variance estimator, as is shown in 
Niyonsenga (1997), simply plugs in the estimated response probabilities in the variance 
of the corresponding "prototype" estimators; that is, the variance of the estimators with 
the same form as the adjusted ones, but with the response probabilities being considered 
known, and therefore fixed. The validity of this method, however, is questionable as the 
variance of the prototype estimators does not reflect the variability involved in the 
estimation of the response probabilities. 
In this article, we consider an approach based on replication methods to estimate 
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the variance of the adjusted estimator proposed by Da Silva and Opsomer (2003). We 
shall follow closely the work of Fuller and Kim (2001), who discussed variance estimation 
for the variance of the fully efficient fractional imputed estimator under a nonresponse 
model that assumes equal response probabilities within specified cells. The considered 
replicated variance estimator here is shown to be consistent under a set of reasonable 
conditions. The organization of the article is as follows. In Section 4.2, we present 
the sampling scenario of interest. Section 4.3 presents a kernel smoothing estimator for 
the response probabilities and the corresponding adjusted estimator for the population 
mean. The following section introduces a replicated variance estimator. In Section 4.5, 
we present asymptotic statistical properties for the variance estimator. Derivations of 
the theoretical results are provided in Appendices A and B. 
4.2 Sampling Framework 
Let U — {1,2,..., N} represent a finite population of units or elements, where the 
population size, TV, is known. Let Y"; = (Y^,,, ^p,i)' denote the vector of values of 
p characteristics of interest, Yi, Y2,... ,YP, that can be measured at the 7-th unit, i G U. 
Suppose a set of g auxiliary variables, %i, %2, - - , -Xg, associated with is available. Let 
= (%i,i, %2,i,..., be the vector of the auxiliary variable values corresponding 
to the z-th unit. We assume that is known for all population units. Also, when p = 1 
(g = 1), we denote by % (A\ by XJ. 
Consider a sample s of size n, (n < TV) that is selected from (7 by means of a proba­
bilistic sampling design p( ). To estimate population aggregates, such as the population 
mean of Y ; 
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a simple choice is the Horvitz-Thompgon estimator (Horvitz and Thompson 1952) 
y* = jt'Ew'Y< = }fT,^Y<'-' <4-d 
iGs i(zU 
where the w, = are the sampling weights and 7% = Pr(% € s) are the first order 
inclusion probabilities. The variable 7; are indicators having value one if the %-th unit 
is selected to the sample, and value zero otherwise. We use f = (7%, Tg, - - ,  ^ )' to 
represent the vector of sample inclusion indicators for all population units. 
When there is nonresponse, one way to represent estimators that are based on the 
observed sample and to study their properties is by treating the nonresponse as a random 
process. In this case, define response indicators Ri with value one, if the z'-th unit 
responds, and zero otherwise, for alH e [/. Hence, the observed sample can be denoted 
by the subset of the sample s> = {i £ s : 7?1 = I}. The distribution of the vector 
A = (#i, #2, - , Ajv)' is called the response mec/ionwrn. The response mechanism of 
interest here assumes that the Ri are independent Bernoulli variables, with "success" 
probabilities & that depend on the values of auxiliary variables only. We assume that 
& = VÎ6C/, (4.2) 
where </>(•) is a smooth but otherwise unspecified function of the X, (0 < < 1). 
4.3 The Kernel Smoothing Adjusted Estimator for the Mean 
One common approach to handle unit nonresponse in sample surveys is to increase 
the weights of the respondents to compensate for the nonrespondents. A weighting 
adjusted estimator can be defined as 
where ^ is an estimator of the response probability for the %-th unit, that is for 
% E 3r- See Nargundkar and Joshi (1975). In order to implement (4.3), Da Silva and 
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Opsomer (2003) proposed to estimate the & by local polynomial kernel regression. The 
corresponding estimator, denoted by ^(X,, &, A), is defined to be the first component of 
the value of /) = (A), A, - - -, At)' that minimizes the sum of squares 
&(/3) = - A - A(%;-X,- X,)"}", (4.4) 
jes 
where ^( ) = (1/A)K( ), AT(-) is a continuous and positive kernel function, A is the 
smoothing or bandwidth parameter and t is the degree of the polynomial. 
The local polynomial regression estimator studied in detail in Da Silva and Opsomer 
(2003) was 
which, as indicated in its notation, arises from a local constant fit to the data { ( R j ,  X j )  :  
j G s}. It is clear that the (4.5) produces estimates in the interval [0,1], as the Rj 
assume the values zero and one only. Also, when the sampling weights are constants, 
the estimator becomes the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, introduced by Giommi (1987) 
in the context of response probability estimation. 
However, to use (4.5) to construct the estimator for the mean according to (4.3), 
one needs to take reciprocals of the estimated response probabilities. This operation is 
undefined when the numerator of (4.5) is equal to zero. One solution to this problem 
is adjust this numerator by a small amount to produce only positive values. In this 
context, Da Silva and Opsomer (2003) suggest using the adjusted estimator 
(4.6) max{AM (AT/t)-^} 
where 5 is a known and positive constant . The resulting estimator for the population 
mean is denoted by 
" tear 
Note that both and i/ ? depend on the bandwidth parameter, A, but we omitted 
this fact from the notation, for simplicity. 
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4.4 The Replicated Variance Estimator 
One approximation for the variance of estimator (4.7) is given in Da Silva and Op­
somer (2003). The approximation corresponds to the variance of a random variable with 
the same asymptotic distribution as (4.7). The resulting formula, however, seems not to 
be simple enough to be considered in practice. We now discuss one approach to estimate 
Var(i/? ) by means of replication methods. 
Consider a replication procedure that produces Z, replicates of an estimator #. Let 
the replicates be denoted by ^ = 1,2,..., Z,, respectively. For an estimator with the 
linear form 
l'Ea 
the replicates are usually defined as 
< = 1 , 2 , . . . . L ,  
iGs 
where w f 1  is a replication procedure weight that is associated with the l-th replicate and 
the i-th unit. To estimate the variance of 6, therefore, the replication variance estimator 
can be defined by 
L 
V(g) = ]Tc#)-g)2, (4.8) 
where c/ is a multiplier corresponding to the &th rephcate and is inherent to the repli­
cation procedure used. One variant of this estimator is 
V(g) = ^ Q(^)-^T, (4.9) 
i=i 
which uses the average of the L replicates, 9^'\ to replace 9. Here, we only consider 
estimator (4.8), following the work of Fuller and Kim (2001). If the replication procedure 
is applied to two different estimators #i and we can also estimate their covariance. 
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The replication covariance estimator is defined by 
C ( ê i Â )  =  - h ) ( W  -  62), (4.10) 
1=1 
where and are the &th replicates of #1 and #2, respectively. 
In the literature of replication procedures for variance estimation, common methods 
are the Jackknife (Quenouille 1949; Tukev 1958) and the Balanced Repeated Replication 
(McCarthy 1969). In the simplest implementation of the Jackknife, the replicates are 
computed using the units remaining in the sample after leaving out one unit at-a-time. 
In this case, L — n and, usually, cf = L~l{L — 1). Under the simple random sampling 
design, for instance, the replicates weights can be given with = N(n — l)-1/^}; the 
corresponding Jackknife variance estimator, however, is biased for the variance of the 
sample mean. See Wolter (1985). One simple way to eliminate the bias is by considering 
Q = (1 -  AMn)Z,-i(& - 1). 
4.5 Main Results 
4.5.1 Framework 
Suppose the population [/ can be embedded in an increasing sequence of finite pop­
ulations where denote the size of the z/-th population (W„ > JVy_i). For 
a particular characteristic of interest, F, let = (^1,^2,... ,}#„)' be the vector of 
values of associated with the units from Similarly, let = (%%, X2, - - - be 
corresponding vector for one auxiliary variable %. For each 1/, a sample of size 
(My > n^_i) is selected from [/„, according to a sampling design p^( ). 
For the z/-th finite population, let = (/%, ^2, - -, /^)' and = (#1, #2, - -, ##„)' 
denote the sample inclusion and the response indicator vectors, respectively. The inclu-
sion probabilities of first order of the components of JT„ are given by higher (centered 
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at the mean) moments of the indicators are denoted by 
( TÏ^-% " 
Vfc=l 
(4-11) 
»»,. = (fn».,mzw)' = ("Jf t  ) (flj, 1)'. (4.12) 
where ) = %.,(-) denotes expectation under the distribution of I„ induced by the 
sampling design p^(-). 
For a fixed unit z, i E (7^, consider the vector of smoothed means 
jesv 
Let 
% = ^)% (413) 
where 
= max (miit,, (A^,^)"^} 
and 5 is a known and positive constant. Then, the adjusted estimator for the response 
probabilities of (4.6) can be written as 
c % 
oiis = ^llv, i E Uu, 
77^2iu 
and the estimator for the population mean, according to (4.3), is given by 
V-nQu — j^J ^ ] wi4>0iijYi. 
" ie«r 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
In this asymptotic framework, we shall assume that there are strictly positive con-
stants Ai, A2,.. •, A5 such that: 
(Al) Ai < < Ag < oo, V z e 
(A2) ^ 7T, for some 0<7T<1, asz/—»oo; 
(A3) For distinct jijz, .. -, jk E [4, A: = 2,3,... ,8, 
nL(^-^+i) 
l^ji, - j* I — 
-i k 
m^Ag , 
-l k - 1 
if k is even 
A4, if & is odd, 
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(A4) lim„_»oo ^ ^ 6 (-00,00) and ^ |^f < As, for all y > 1. 
The (nonparametric) response mechanism for the distribution of R„ assumes that: 
(Bl) %,..., are independent random variables; 
(B2) Pr{#i = l|fy,yy,%y} = Pr{j% = l|%^} = <Aî, V % E [4; 
(B3) (f>i = V i 6 Uu, where <p(-) is a twice continuously differentiable function 
with Ag < </>(•) < 1, for some strictly positive constant Ag. The first derivative 
4>'(-) has a finite number of sign changes. 
For the application of the kernel regression estimation to estimate the response prob­
abilities. we assume that: 
(CI) For all v  >  1 ,  X x ,  X 2 , . . . ,  X N v  are independent and identically distributed random 
variables with distribution Fx(x) = fx(t) dt, where fx(') is a continuous and 
positive probability density function on a compact set [aX: bx]- Without loss of 
generality, we shall take [&%, 6%] = [0,1]; 
(C2) The kernel function K ( - )  is a bounded and continuous probability density, which 
is symmetric around zero and supported on [-1,1]; 
(C3) z^j^(z)(fz < 00; 
(C4) For all 1/ > 1, {^} is a sequence of bandwidths satisfying 0 < < 1, ^ 0, 
00 and jVy/iy / log jVy 00, as f/ —> 00; 
(C5) The first derivatives /%( ) and j^'( ) have a finite number of sign changes on the 
intervals and [-1,1], respectively. 
Assumptions (A1)-(A4), (B1)-(B3) and (Cl)-(C5) compose an asymptotic frame­
work by which the consistency of for the population mean can be established. See 
Da Silva and Opsomer (2003) for this result and a discussion of the assumptions in-
volved. It is important to note that (CI) treats the auxiliary variable as a random 
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variable. Hence, to make our results consistent with classical approaches in survey 
sampling, we shall derive these results conditioning on a particular realization of 
Under (B2)-(B3), the conditional expectation under the joint distribution of and #y, 
given is fixed, will be denoted by E( | .Xy). Applying this expectation in (4.12), for 
instance, we obtain 
m», = (miiy, m2iy)' = E(miy|%y) 
= (««) 
jEiVy 
We shall also use Var( | %„) and f { | %y} to denote respectively the conditional variance 
and probability under the distribution of and Ry given Xy. 
To study asymptotic properties of the variance estimator (4.8), we let the replication 
procedure be applied to the sample of the //-tlx finite population with L„ replicates and 
denote the corresponding variance estimator weights by c&,. Also, for all i E (7y and all 
£  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  Lv, denote the replicate versions of (4.12) and (4.13) by 
ml? - (flffi,««)' = jo-E^.!)' <4-17> 
V V j£s„ V 
and 
= (4.18) 
respectively, where 
= max{m}2, (AViy)-^}, 
where J is dehned in (4.13). We assume that: 
(Dl) Z,y < KiMy, for some 0 < < oo and all z/ > 1; 
(D2) Kg < c/y < /(3, for some 0 < Kg, ^3 < oo, all ^ = 1,2,..., and all ^ > 1; 
(D3) For z 6 Sy hxed, c&, < «4^, for some 0 < K4 < 00 and all ^ > 1; 
(D4) 0 < My < K5, for some 0 < «5 < 00, for all ^ = 1, 2,..., iLy and all 1/ > 1; 
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(D5) For a variable F with a bounded fourth moment and linear estimators with the 
forms 
?» = wT. w-Y' and ô* = wT-w>K(^Lîr^)R'Y>' 
v iesv v jes„ ^ v J 
where i € Uy is fixed, the corresponding replicates 
satisfy 
Vara (^,) 
and 
^ ^ Var (^ | ), 
respectively, for all I = 1, 2,..., Lv and all v > 1, where fh, (a are random variables 
with bounded fourth moments: 
(D6) The replication variance estimator for a linear estimator 9V of the mean of a variable 
Y with a bounded fourth moment satisfies 
lim Ej V—>00 V(^)-Var(g, 0. 
Also, for two linear estimators and for the mean of variables and 
which have bounded fourth moments, the rephcation covariance estimator satisfies 
lim fiy Ed I/—KX) C(^ly, #2y) — Cov(^iy, 02y) = 0. 
(D7) For fixed % 6 % and t = 1,2, 
^max ^ a.s. 
for some 0 < Kg < oo and all ;/ > 1. 
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Assumption (Dl) allows the number of replicates to increase, but with a rate that is 
at most of the same order as the sample size. In (D2), the multipliers c&, are assumed to 
be bounded away from zero and also bounded above. (D3) and (D4) give restrictions on 
the replication weights. Assumptions (D5) and (D6) were adapted from Fuller and Kim 
(2001). According to (D5), the individual pieces of the replicated variance estimator, 
when applied to a linear estimator for the mean of y variance satisfying (A4), are 
Op terms of order n,~1 times the order of the variance of the estimator. In (D6), the 
replicated procedure is assumed to yield «^-consistent variance and covariance estimators 
for linear estimators of the mean of Y variables with bounded fourth moments. Finally, 
as proved in Da Silva and Opsomer (2003), assumptions (A1)-(A4), (B1)-(B3) and 
(C1)-(C4) implies that 
- TTtarl* I < K7(n„A„)-4 a.s. (4.19) 
where Pjç denotes the joint probability distribution of Xx, X2, ... and k 7 is a finite 
positive constant. Hence, (D7) assumes that replication procedure is such that the 
eighth moment of the replicated deviation mf^v — mtiu preserves the same order as the 
corresponding moment for the unreplicated deviation fhtiu — mtiv. In both cases, the 
orders are valid for almost all sequences {%„}, under the distribution Py. 
4.5.2 Asymptotic Results 
In this section, we discuss statistical properties of the replicated variance estimat or for 
the kernel-based weighted adjusted estimator defined in (4.15). We shall consider 
the variance estimation approach proposed by Fay (1991). This approach, which was also 
used by Shao and Steel (1999) and Fuller and Kim (2001), assumes first that that each 
element in the population can be classified into either a respondent or a nonrespondent. 
This classification is equivalent to the conceptual process of obtaining a census from the 
population, by which respondents and nonrespondents are identified. Then, the sample 
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is selected from this census. Let JZy = (A%,%,..., be a conceptual vector of the 
response indicators variables, corresponding to all units in the v-th population. Fay's 
approach, as illustrated in the Shao and Steel paper, allows the decomposition of the 
variance of an estimator based on the observed data as 
Var(-|Xt,) = Var7 [E<}(-1Ru, Xu) |+ E-, [Var,i(-|/Zz/, |, (4.20) 
where the subscript 7 indicates that the expectations is taken according to distribution 
implied by the response mechanism (B1)-(B3) and the subscript d denotes expectations 
under the joint distribution of the sampling indicators generated by the sampling design. 
In (4.20), the traditional order of taking design expect ations of conditional expectations 
with respect to the response mechanism is reversed. 
According to (4.8), the replication variance estimator applied to is given by 
L 
VQÂrOy) = Qy — 3Âr0i/) , (4 21) 
e=i 
where the replicated versions are defined by 
and and ^ defined in (4.18) and (4.17), respectively. Theorem 4.5.1 presents 
the asymptotic results for V(^o^). To establish these results, a series of approximations 
is required, as is not a linear estimator. Let the reciprocal of the adjusted response 
probability estimator of (4.14) be written as 
(4.22) 
where, for a = (01,03)' E g(o) = ai ^ 0. Write 
& = ^(%) + e^(Tn^), (4.23) 
where 
%Wa) = p(^«,) + V^(n%^)(a - m^), 
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V#(o) is the 1x2 vector of the partial derivatives of #(o) with respect to o, and 
= g(o) -  - Vg(m^)(a - m^). 
So, a useful decomposition for the adjusted estimator (4.15) is 
where 
UnOiz — Viripv ~f~ Clf ~h {U^tpu Vnijiu) i 
{jjvxl>vi Vtx^VI 6liv) — jy 1 Wj (Vji/{'miv) j 'lPiu{jnip)i ^iuiX^iv)) RjYii 
(4.24) 
iesv 
T7%,y and are dehned in (4.12) and(4.13), respectively. 
Theorem 4.5.1. Consider a sequence of populations {Uu :;/>!}, where Uv has size 
jVy > Ij. vlaaume /or eoc/i o somp/e o/(n^ > M„_i) 
is selected from Uv by a probabilistic sampling design pv{-), which satisfies (Al)-(AS). 
Suppose that the response mechanism satisfies the conditions (Bl)-(BS), that assump­
tions (C1)-(C5) hold and that the replication procedure satisfies (D1)-(D7). Consider 
the estimator yv0u, defined in (4-15), to estimate the mean of any variable Y satisfying 
assumption (A4)- Consider also the corresponding linear approximation y^v, defined in 
(4-24)- Then, for all e > 0, 
lim P I/—KX) v(^) Var (jj-Kipi/ 1 -Xj,) Var7 (y-^ipi/ J Rut -Xj,) | X"j,j > JX^ =0 
(4.25) 
a.s. Pjç. 
Theorem 4.5.1 expresses an asymptotic property for V(^o„) that should be inter­
preted as valid for almost all sequences of the values of the auxiliary variable, {%„}, 
under its joint probability distribution fv. A proof for this theorem is provided in the 
Appendix B. Result (4.25) establishes that the replicated variance estimator is (fi„/i„)-
consistent for 
E.y[Vard(%&^|.Ri,,Xy)|.X,,] . 
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Lemma 4.3(iii) states that the variance of is of order l/(n„/i„) and that the order 
of Var^[Ed(%/^|Ai,,%;/)|%i/] is l/(7VyA„); hence, the last term cannot be ignored in 
general. 
One situation where Var^ [Ej (%r#|-%/, -Xy))|%i/] can be dropped in practical appli­
cations is when the sampling fractions are very small, because the variance component 
of size O^l/Njshv) becomes "negligible" relative to the component of size 0(1/?)„/*„). In 
general, however, to derive a consistent estimator for the variance of it is necessary 
to add to V(^o„) a (A^A„)-consistent estimator of Var^ [ Ed (^^|-R/, . 
4.6 Conclusions 
This article describes properties for variance estimation of the population mean esti­
mator proposed by Da Silva and Opsomer (2003). The estimator is adjusted by estimated 
response probabilities under a zero order local polynomial regression fit. The proposed 
variance estimator is constructed using replication methods, such as the Jackknife and 
the Balanced Repeated Replication. It is shown that the replicated variance estimator 
is consistent for the difference between the variance of a linearized random variable -
that approximates consistently the estimator for the mean (Da Silva and Opsomer 2003) 
- and a term that is of order at. most as 1 /Nvhv. This result indicates that a consistent 
estimator for the variance of the linearized approximation for the population mean es­
timator can be constructed by adding to the replicated variance estimator a consistent 
estimator for the mentioned extra term. It is of interest to investigate through simu-
lation studies the effect of this term in the estimation of the variance of by the 
replicated estimator. This issue should be addressed in further research. 
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Appendices: Derivations of Theoretical Results 
In this section, we develop some results that will be necessary to prove Theorem 
4.5.1. In Appendix 4.6, we provide three important lemmas. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 follow 
the method introduced by Miller (1964) to proof consistency of the Jackknife estimator. 
This method was also used by Krewski and Rao (1981) to establish asymptotic results 
involving replication estimators. In Lemma 4.3, orders for different pieces of the variance 
of the approximating random variable are examined. Finally, Appendix 4.6 gives 
the proof of Theorem 4.5.1. 
We shall adopt the following notation: K M  = suPte[-i,i] K { t )  denotes the maximum 
value attained by the Kernel function. Let 
^ ^ - — ^d 9^ = = —, % E 
TFlXiv 
where and y»2jy are deûned in (4.16), respectively. Consider constants Ci, eg, C3 E 
(0, oo) such that 
max max {&, } < c% a s. (4.26) 
TTT- E ^ eg a.s. fx (4 27) l<zUu lyufLy 
and, for z E C/y hxed, 
E[Mffl-J)2 | X„] < a.s. P%, (4.28) 
\ n v n v )  
for all z/. The existence of these constants follows from Lemma 1, Lemma 2(ii) and 
Lemma 6, respectively, of Da Silva and Opsomer (2003). Without any loss of generality, 
we assume that all o.s. statements in this article happen on a common set 
Oo, with _P^{flo} = 1. (4.29) 
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We will also adopt the notation Op|z( ) and Op|z(-) to denote the conventional orders in 
probability Op(-) and Op(-), respectively, with respect the probability measure F{ |%„}. 
Consider the vectors fn»,, and fn*,, dehned in (4.12)-(4.13), respectively. Let 
= in- $3 (4.30) 
-t'y Ïïïlii/ î£S v  
where 
diii = I li 
Hence, from (4.24), 
mliv ~ miiv mliu ~~ mlw ™2iv ~ '^2ii/ \ 
7Yl\h, T7l2ii/ J 
2/^1,) — (î/lv — 3/2^ + î/3i/, 3/ly — Î/L + 3/3^)' (4.31) 
Analogously for the vectors and rn*j^, dehned in (4.17) and (4.18), respectively, 
consider for all f = 1.2,..., L„ the replicate versions 
(&, K#) = (^2 - ëS + ^ 1^2 - ^  + %0), (4-32) 
where 
and 
(l«,S £,«?>,eg) = 
I k z S  J /  
(£) *(l) /x (£) 
Therefore, 
-j /-v (I) 
^ = TT Y! + (^1^ - (4.33) 
mi v 
where is the replicate version of ëi„, that is 
S = 
%Ç:Si/ 
Also, consider 
,(4 _ ez„ = 2/1^ - 2/^ and = (^ - %/%„)- (4.34) 
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A. Useful Lemmas 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4-5.1 hold. Let Vy(-) is the 1x2 
uecfor o/yîrgt deriuofiu&s o/ /ii»c(ion g(-) deemed in For ony m f/te 
aegment fine joxmng onj fn*,, w/iene i E (7y /iiej, (Aen 
max max||Vg(a^) - V^(m^)|| = Op|,(l) a.s. 
2cS|/ 
Proof of Lemma 4.1: Let 
P(Xy,e) = f { max max||Vg(a^) - Vp(m^)|| < 6 Xyl, 6 > 0. 
[ 1 <£<L„ i£sy  J 
It suffices to show that whenever u> G fio, where fi0 is defined in (4.29), 
lim P(Xy(w),s) = 1, 
v—>oo 
for all 5 > 0. Fix the population Uu, i G Uu, to £ Q0 and e > 0. For simplicity of the 
notation, let frT*^, fn*, and denote the same quantities with %y(w) replacing %y. 
Therefore, by assumptions (Al), (B3) and (D4) and results (4.26)-(4.27), 
, T71^ , T71^ E Ey = X Egy, 
f o r  a l l  z E C/„ and all ^ = 1,2,..., Z,y, where 
Eh, min{6,7^(0)^6}, A"MCimax{A^\«5,1}— + 
_]VyAy My TVyAy 
and 
N' Egy = 0, max{Ai \ /(s, 1}- y V 
n, V 
For any a)J, therefore, in the segment line joining and fn*,, then E Ey, for all 
i E Uy and all ^ = 1,2,..., Z,y. Because 0 ^ E%y, then Vg(-) is continuous on Ey and, 
therefore, uniformly continuous, as .Ey is a compact subset of Hence, for all e > 0, 
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there is a & > 0 such that 
||a — x\\ < Se, and a, x G 
IIVj(o) -  VS(«)|| < £, 
Thus, if 
11 / f- 11-^--* II ^ r 
max max ||m,^ — rn,„|| < d£, max ||m,v — < de îESy îESiy 
=> max maxllaj^ - n%û,|| < ^ 
max max||Vg(o)/) - V^(Tn^)|| < e, !<£<£„ z€sv 
and hence 
1 > F(A"y(w),g) > F< maxmax||Tn*j^ —Tniy||<^,max||n%* — nij l^.t^.L/1, zESz/ zESy 
> F ^  max max — m«»|| < & I A". 
F < max ||n%*„ — TM*y|| < ^ I A" y ^ — 1, 
^ i^zSu 
by the Bonferroni's inequality. However, uniformly over O0 
F < max — n%iy|| > ^ I > < F < 
I ^ Le^ 
< ^]F{||%-Tn^|| > ^ |% 
m*, — TM*y|| > % 
< (^ y '  ^
0, as y —» oo, 
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by (A2) and (C4), and similarly, 
P i max max - m^|| > 6, | j < ^ P f 11*^^ - ^ | 
< 3 E £E0|ml-m,„||S|X,] 
-> 0, as v —> oo, 
by(A2), (Dl) and (C4). Hence, it follows that 
1 > lim P{XV (cv). s) > 1 + 1 — 1 = 1, V u 6 r?o-V — >-oo 
Since e is arbitrary, the result of Lemma is established. 
O (Lemma 4.1) 
Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 4-5.1 hold. Then, the replicated variance 
estimoZor/or ëi„ and êgy, de/med reapecZweb/ m gotwyi/ 
V(ëiy) = Op|„((n„/i„)-i) and V(êzy) = Op|z((^W"^) a.s. P^. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2: Note that by (4.24) and (4.33), 
ë%-ëi„ = P^ + P^, 
where 
and 
fi^ = 4- 2Z ' Wi)ew,(Tn^)^y; 
t&Su 
Similarly, dehning 
% = - f»ii„ and (4.35) 
I l l  
from (4.34), 
42-ê2„=Qg+Qg, 
where 
and 
Therefore, 
and 
oiS- 1 
ies^ 
q * = k  
i€s„ 
v(6,„) = E c^pff)2 + E »(A1?)2 + 2 E 
/=! 1=1 /=! 
2i/ 
But, 
£=1 
< 
< 
1=1 v VieSf y 
/=! " :G«^ 
v i€-Sv 1=1 
< 
K4M1, 
W i 6 t t  
^(ew,(niù/))^7^. 
As < 1, for all i € Uy, then 
Lu 
E E^K'r 
1=1 
< JV2 
(4.36) 
V W = ^  + E^(Q(g)' + 2 (4.37) 
<=1 <=1 /=! 
5 
"-PX. "y (4-28) 
= 0(1) O (^2) 0(1) a.s. >'Y • by (A2) and (A4) 
°(spf) as- px-
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Hence, 
= O* (^) = 0* (^) , by (C4). (4.38) 
Note that from (4.23), 
|e»,(m^) - eû,(%)| = |g(f»Z^) - ^ (%) - Vg(ntiy) - %) | 
= | (Vg(^) - Vp(?n^)) - %)|, 
for some ^ in the segment hne joining and m*,. So, by the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality. 
W™Zr)-e«,(nC)| < ||Vg(^) - Vp(fn«,)||-||n%*^ - Tn*y| 
< l|Vg((^) - - m^l), m 
for all % E s„ and ^ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Z,„, because 
^ 
and, therefore, 
I ~ W _ \ T  I  
\mliu mlw\ ^fh$u>(5/Nvhv) ,miiv>{S/Nvh„)} 
|(6/Ny/ly) - ^ 
|(a/jVy/iy) -
/ I ^ (£) ^ I 
* I 
1^ - ™«„l 
,2 , ^ ,2 
MiL - + P%, - ^ 2^1 
-,1/2 
< ||m^ - n%iy| 
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Hence, 
L u  L  
jy2 1=1 1= 1 " \i€sv 
< fmax||Vg(^) - Vg(n%^)|A x 
i=i \% Sv / 
% f ^2 - ™«,ii 
" \:6a^ 
\1<1<LV i£s„ J 
where 
1 L" 
^ 71 ( 71 - T»i jyz 
v 1=1 \i£s„ 
But, by (D5), 
1 / \ ^  
11^ - < 1/2 1/2 ( + (^Var(a2,y|Xy) ) , V f, 
n/ \ / 
where (m and random variables with finite fourth moments. Also, by (D4) and 
(A2), maxims,, = 0(1), for all From the facts that by (4.27), 
Var(mi»,|%^), Var(m2i„ |X„) = 0((n^^)""^) a.s. 
for all % E [4, then 
= 0 ~ OHO*(1) a.s. Px, by (Dl) and (D5), 
=  
a s
-  
px 
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, 
) < Op|z(l) Op|z ^  ^  ^ = Op|z a.s. 
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we also obtain that 
f. pW p(^) < lfl/2 pO I Ir^ | 
rgi, b: 2_/1 if I r&/ ^2i/ I 
f=i 
Lv 1/2 
<  ( Z ^ K T Z ^ K T  
,/=l 
®p\x 
i-1 
Til/ hi/ Op\i 
1/2 
Therefore, by (4.36) and (4.38)-(4.39), V(ëi„) = Op|z((niA,)""^) a.s. 
To obtain the order of (4.37), observe that for alH E C4, 
a.s. Pj^ .(4.39) 
+ |Ay| - 77%iù,| -
|(^/7Vy/iy) -
< -i-
and 
Diu\ — 
< 
< 
< 
(a*j^ - a^) - (a;^ - a^) | 
aiiy - ^ l^|^^W>(a/^^),mi^>(f/^^)} ^ 
. (€) | r-
^lii, - {™Uv<is!N"hv), fhiiv<(5/Nvh„)} 
^l2-^li"|, V^, 
1 
+ 
1/2_V2 
1/2 
%Var(ai^|Xy) , V by (D5). 
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Then, 
fxeS)2 < ê c<»i$ 11™'-" ™ «,<>.U)6» 1 
^=1 I V \i€Sf y 
u ; E c'-4 (E IW" - ^ )s,("«iK| 
r \ 2 Lu 
< • j 
 ^(]&) 
- 
K4(ié^) by(D3)' 
= ^^]^2^(l)0p|i(l) a.8. fjr, 
by (Al), (A2), (A4) and (4.26), 
= ^'(ivîftî) =0,i'{n~K) a's- Px' by(C4)' 
and 
L „  
EMQS)2 < É^UEbWW-Â.)** 
1=1 l—l ^ \i€Sz/ 
< ë^EKw)2ti1,)2^(Â,;)-Â,)2R.r,2 
/=! ^ i£s„ 
< $0(§) \n„/  My 
by (D4) and (D5), 
-  
0 ( 1 ) 0{nîhî)0'1' 0p|i(l) a.s. by (A2), (A4), (Dl) and (4.26), 
" °
r,
'(nîhî) ~0*(n,A-) a'S'P*' 
By the same arguments used in (4.39), then c/yQ^Qgy = 0p|z ((?%yAy)"^) a.s. 
Therefore, (4.37) follows and completes the proof of the Lemma. 
O (Lemma 4.2) 
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Lemma 4.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4-5.1 hold. Consider the random 
variables y\v, ijn, and y3„ that are defined in (4-30). Then, on a set with Pjç-probability 
one, 
(i)  E7[VaTd(%iy|#y,Xy)|Xr]=0(fÇi)(md 
E7[Vard(^|Ay,Xy) ,Vard(^|jRy,%^) |Xy] = O ((n^)"^); 
(ii) Var^Ed(^|JL,%y) |^] = O(^) ond 
Var7[Ed(^|By,Xy) ,Ea(^|^) )|%^] = 0((Ny^)-^); 
(iii) Var(t/^|%y) = 0((n^)"^) onj Var? [Ed (%/^ | |%y] = O ((A^/iy)"^). 
(iv) Var7 [Vara (^iy | ^ , ) | = o (nj^) ond 
Var7[Vard(#2^-^|^,,^"v) ,CoVd(^,^-^|^,^) |^] = o((ny/iy)^). 
Proof of Lemma 4.3: In order to keep the derivations simpler, we will omit the vector 
Xv from all the expectations that are used in the proof for this lemma. However, the 
results do depend on a fixed sequence {X,..}. which we implicitly assume to be given by 
Xv — J„(u), where iv G Q0, defined in (4.29). (i) Write 
2/2v — 2/21 v — Viv and y^v — y%\v — y\v, 
where 
and 
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Hence, 
E7[Vara(^iy|Ry)] = ^2 E 52 j\T2 TTiTTj 
— AT2 7V2 
^ij 
TTiTTj 
< 
N„ ™ I) £ S ^ +c S) (£ S'*' 
1 0( l )  +  o(—1 o( i )  =  o(—' 
\ AL / \ n„ / \n^ / , 
Defining a^ = gf^YiK ^ Xih*% ), for all i,j G L7„, then 
E7[Vard(^|jRy)] = 1 W E E E E  &i' j' Çîji'jr (j^iji'j' ^ij^i' j' ) TTiTTjTri'Tr^ 
Consider the following subsets of [/„ x [/„ x [/„ x C^,: Ai = {2 = f j = y}, A2 = 
{* = = / andj,/ ^ %}, A3 = {2 = 2',; = 2,y / 2}, A4 = {2 = 2'J ^ 2,/ = 2}, 
A; = {% = f, j ^  %,y ^ %,y ^ j), Ag = {% f f, j = y = %}, A? = {% ^ = y = %'}, 
Ag = {% 7^ %%; = %,y = *'}, Ag = {% ^ 2% j = 2, y ^ 2,2'}, A10 = {2 f 2'j = 2% y = 2}, 
An = {* 9^ = 2'and y ^ 2,2'}, A12 = {27^ 2% j f 2,2' and y = 2}, A13 = {2 ^ 
2'J ^ 2,2' and y = 2'}, A14 = {2 ^ 2%j = y # 2,2'}, A15 = {2 # 2' ^ j ^  y}. Under 
assumptions (A1)-(A3), it can be shown that 
IKiji'j' ~ ftijfti'j' 
TriTTj^'TTj' 
= 
0(A^/n3), on Ai, 
0(7V^/n^), on Ag-Ay, A10-A12 and A14, 
0(Nj/n%), on Ag-Ag and A13, 
0(7Vy/n^), onAig. 
(4.40) 
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x 
Hence, as 0 < < 1 and 0 < ^(1)^/(1) < Ci, for some constant c% E (0, oo), then 
E7[Vard(fa„|fi„)] < \n\YAK(^)K(^) 
" " j'eCA, 
|^iji'j' — | 
i 
TCiTTjTTiiTCj' 
< o r  +30 
1 A? 
max E  jeuu,jjti + 
°teS--££ 
(££")* 
{|Xj-X,|<A„|Xy-X(|<^} 
X 
30 
2 0  
1 ^ 
1 
Ny/iy 
1 
+ 0 1 ^ + 
-T7-, h 
+ 
Of max 
/{|Xj -Xi |<A„} 
....£ £ i'jzi jeuv, j'euv, 
#:/ jV*/J 
AS")' 
Using (4.27) and since by (A4), AT'i (|^|,^) = 0(1), then 
x 
E7[VaTd(?/2l!,|Ry)] < +3C20^^Yir ) + ^  n + 3 0 ^ )  +  
C20 
o 
+ 2czO + 3cgO 
X Mj,hv J 
+ (^0 
n. 
rijjhi, 
Now, let 0% = {% = f = j}, B2 = {2 = # %, f}, Bg = {2 = = %}, B4 
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{i ^ %' and j = %'} and = {% ^ f ^ j} a partition of x x By (A1)-(A3), 
^iji' I 
niTTjTTi' 
— < 
O(A^X), onBi, 
0(jV^/n,^), on and #4, 
0(_/Vy/n%), on B3 and B5. 
(4.41) 
Hence, by bounding arguments applied to #, and ^i', there is a constant C3 E (0,00) 
such that 
|E7[Covd(fcl„Sl„|R„)]| = iji' ni3hi' W Kilt-jit ;1 
< 
< 
" " 
cs E E 5>.nw(S?) N3h - ^TTjTTi' 
O 1 A? 
ÈS") 
I 
Np fly J , Nyhy jEC/i, J#% 
N
- ». 
o^—L_—^ +o(^ _JL_^ + 
O  — m a x  E  
ni ' ,E[Wt3W N-K 
*£»-)' 
°(^k)+0(è) "L>. •' ' "(••'•. '+ 
o 
o 
n. 
Tlj/fl y 
X 
Therefore, 
E^ [Vara | ] = E^ [Vara (2/21^ | ] + E^ [Vara (2/1^ |Ay)] -
2E,, [Cova (3/21,,, 1/1  ^I ^ /)] 
= O + 0 +  2 0  
n Tii/h v 
= 0 
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As for E 
E7[Vard(S31^)] = iEEEE ~ *«*") AM k 2 
" " i'G^ jecA, f 
< 
c4 
TtiTTjlTi'^f 
EEEEiw^W5?) 
l^iji'j' T^ijT^i'j' \ 
A/4/,2 X 
and 
| E7 [Covd (jjsii/, y h, | Ru 
TtiTTjiri'TTji 
sVEEE £'»y,Y,K(^) 
< 
C5 E E E  \ n \ y , \ K ( ! ^ )  N3h \ftjji' — Kijirji | TTiTTjTTii 
for some constants C4, c5 G (0, 00), then by the arguments applied to E[Var(?/2i„|JFZ1,)] 
and IE [Gov (y2iv, Viu \ Ru) ] |, respectively, we conclude that 
E^Vard^l-Ry)] = 0^^-^+0^—1+20 
O 
and the proof of (i) is completed, 
(ii) 
Var,y[Ed(%/i„|j%,)] = Var^ 
N„ 
yi 95 Cov^[^i, 7^,] = 0, % ^ 
< 
yy2 
^ t 
o t M  
^ 
:€[/„ / 
some eg 6 (0,00), 
To obtain the order of the variance of the conditional expectation of %/&,, let 
Eij — RiRj7Tîj R^cf)j7Vi7Tj. 
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So, 
Var^[Ed(^|A^)] = Var^, 
c4 
£ i j  
%'J 
< 
| Govj \Sij, | 
X 
where, under (Al)-(A3), 
|C0V^[6,j,6,'y]| 
TTiTTjTTi'TTj' 
TTiTTjTlYTry 
on Ai ,  
0(1) on Ag,  A1Q—A12, and A14, 
0(N,/^), on A 3  and A 4 ,  
0(1/"^) , on A5, 
0(A^,/n^), on Ag—Ay,  
0 on Ag-Ag, A13 and A15. 
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Hence, 
Va^[Ed(%/2.,|Ai,)] < O 
2 0  
1  * . + o  max 
I. 
A/^^y 
+ 
1 ^ 
y «€(/K max j€UVtjr^i ALL 
+ 
0( j max 
N
"
n
" >  %.,/« 
•%-^I{\Xj-Xi\<hI,,\Xj,-Xi\<hv} 
/ I III/ (AT^,)= Nv iGLT, 
20 
20 
O 
1 
#* y#'j 
+of-jnrl  + 
max 
1 
I. {|X,,-X(,|<^} 
max 
fecWAi' 
<  Ol-^r^l+CzO 
20(  _  "I +0  
O 
j&Uv,j^i,i' 
nlN„hî) +C2°{w;, 
i \ i A 
+ 
1 
Â[ 
i 
+ 2cgO 
+ 3cgO 
EIKI  
ÎÇ lU i/ 
1 
+ Co O 
+ 
AfyAy 
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Because the ^ are uncorrelated 
1 
Var7[Ed($,„|R„)] = VWj Y,S?>Y'[Y, K{^) * 
Ei?E(*(¥ u V W 1 '  A%A% iÇzUv jÇzUv 
+ 
TT^TTj 
V i f V V  k(Î^) K(ÎÇ^) |Aijl |Atfl 
™ £f ,6? \ "• J x "• / -Kutj *(*,. 
< 
iÇ~Uv j€:Uv j£zUv> 
0( I max 
A^A„ / *ecX E  ^{|Xy-X«|<k,} jeuv,j^i ALA, + 
2 0  1 Nv max 
A^A„ y ,. A^A E  
I. 
+ 
^ j'&j 
/{|Xj-Xi|<^,|%,,-%<|<^} 
1 
ÂL E^ iÇzUv 
< 0(  .A +C2Û^ ^ 
C^O 
O 
1 
<]v; 
i 
n%ALA„ 
+ 2c;0 
n^ALAy 
O 
ALA„ 
Therefore, part (ii) is established, 
(iii) From (i) and (ii), 
Var(?/iy) = [Vara (%/iy|-Ry) ] + Var^ [Ej (?/iy|J%,) ] 
=  Ol  — ) +0  ^ 
n. 
O 
nu 
and, similarly for t = 2,3, 
Var(W = 0(-4-l+0^TÀ-l=0^ ^ fii/hp Tii, hL 
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Hence, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to bound the square of the covariance 
terms, 
Var(^y) = Var(%/i„ - ^  + W 
=  0 ( —  
My/ \  TlyA^ 
+ 0 
o 
o 
1 
nvhu' 
Ay 
1/2 + o , 1 / 2  
nvhj 
My 
+ 0 
+ 
nvhh 
Similarly, 
Var^ [Ed (%/^y | Ay) ] = Var^, [Ed (%/ly | By) - Ed (3/2,, | Ry ) + Ed (%/3y |By) ] 
1 
= o 
A^yAy 
by (ii). Hence, (iii) follows. 
(iv) By the uniformity boundedness of the <%, 
1 
Var^[Vard(?/iy|Ay)] = Var^ A,;,; 
N^SmY,YiR*R'^ 
1 I A,, I |A I J 
1 
Cov7[RiRj, Ri/Rji 
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As Cov^[AiAj, Bi'Ey] = 0, on Ag, A13 and A15, then 
iÇUv iÇjIv jÇUVij^i 
2E E W3K-|(^^) + 
£«S«„5,,,f,,ii|,'',fêiëei* 
*$*£.""" (fS) * 
^iL,,£/'ra™<SSS>* 
By (A1)-(A4), therefore, 
Var7[Vard(ft„|.R„)] = of±§) ± £Y* + .o(ii) ^  E E Wï + 
M4§UE E kijbi + 
O 
1 1 i E E  E  * m i  +  AT ^2 / 7V3 
»tti)^£„£.WKI* 
°(4i))45,,£,.,?r'!* 
3o(ii)^E E E v?mm 
°bbè+0{wni)+0bbè+ 0 ( ^ ' +  
0 (  + o f + c /  ^  
w/ 
= 0 { N r t ) = °  
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Now, define 
and 
$ij — 9i l)RiRj — gf^Rii hj G Uu, 
TTiTTj-Ki'lTj' 
Hence, 
Var^Var^fc,-^!^)] = Var[^ V V V V Y,Y,,K(^) 
jiT 
^ ^  ^  ^  \ ^ 
i'e^ j'e^ 
('%,/ ' ) SijSej'%jif 
£ jk?EEEEEEEE 
" " :e(/r f 
{YiWYfWYtWYt,] x 
K{ ^ )  K i ^ r r 1 )  K{ ^ )  K( ^ )  x 
\Viji'j' I • \ Vktk't' | • | Cov^, [SijSi'ji, SktSk'tf ] | 
Define C = {À- -£ i.t -/ j, A' / i', f / j'}, Partition the complement of the set C as 
= Di U U D3 U D4, where 
Dd — set of the eight-tuples (i,j,i',j',k,t,k',t') with exactly d matches 
between the coordinates of (%, j, f,y) and (&, (, A', f), d = 1,2,3,4. 
Note that the sets Dj, d = 1,2,3,4, are disjoint and Gov] = 0, on C, 
and uniformly bounded on Cc. Then, 
4 
Var^[Vara(^2^ - ^ 3^|A^)] < (4.42) 
d— 1 
where 
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The biggest number of summation signs involved in is seven. The four possible sets 
where this happens are 
#11 = {% 7^ .7 7^*' 76 Z f t', t = %}, 
#12 = {% 9^ .7 f f f &' T^Z', t = j}, 
-Dj3 = {* / j / i' ^ j' ^ k ^ t ^ k' = i'} and 
#14 = {* f J / 7^ y 7^ & 7^ &' Z' = /}. 
But, since by (4.40), 
Viji'j' — 0\ ) : °n #11~#14: Til, 
and 
l^l l^' l l^l l^l  
onDn 
1^1 , on Dis, 
then 
Vi,< 
°(râ) (s|, E ATr/ly I on DN  U D,3 on D12 U #14, 
and, by (4.27) and (A4), we have that 
Vi„ = o ((n^D^) , on Du U ... U #14. 
On Di D (#n U ... U #14)^, the number of summations signs is at most six, so that 
bounding the |%«y| term by a constant, it follows that a conservative bound for Vi^ is 
V\v 5r O ^  jy2 ^  0(1) = o ((nvhv) 2) , on £)j fl (#n U ... U #14) . 
These same arguments can be applied to get orders of %&,, d = 2,3,4, because the 
number of signs is six, five and four, respectively. Therefore, conservatives bounds for 
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for d = 2,3,4, are 0(A^, ^), 0(7V^ ^), and 0(A^ ^ ), respectively. These terms are all 
of smaller order than (n^Ay)"^. Hence, by (4.42), we conclude that 
Var^Vard(%b, - = o ((^p) ' 
Finally, let 
-KiTïjTïi' 
Hence, 
Var^Covd(^,^-^|^)] = Var^ ^ N%h 
" 
^ E E E E E E  
;[/„ 
IWdKIM^S?) K{^)  x 
V i j V  • l^lctfc' I • | Gov-y \jji' Ri> Sij, gk,Rk,Skt] | 
and applying (4.41) and the same method used to obtain the order of Var [Var(y2l/ 
y3l/1 !£„)], then it also follows that 
Var, [Covd(m^, ?/2„ - ^ |A^)] = o 
Therefore, (iv) is established. 
O (Lemma 4.3) 
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B. Proof of Theorem 4.5.1 
From (4.24) and (4.33), hence, we can write 
3/12, - %Âro„ = - ##y) + (ë^ — ëi^) + (ë^j - ë^). (4 43) 
According to (4.8), the replicate variance estimator for is 
Lv 
V (^fOy) = yi C6,(&4% " 
1 
= V {y^U) + v (ëi„) + V (Ë2U) (4.44) 
—2C(yw^j,, ei„) — 2C(y7np l /, ë^) ~ 2C(ëiv, ë2„), 
where C(-, •) is replicated covariance estimator of (4.10). Hence, to prove (4.25) it suffices 
to show that 
V(jj-iripu*) —Var(î/T^i, | -XT„) Var^, |E<j | R: -X^) | Op^x ( —— j a.s. Pj£ ? (4.45) \nvnv J 
because, by Lemma 4.2, 
V(eij,) — op|z ( ^ ^ j a-s- ' 
V(ëg^) = Op|z | ) a.s. , 
and, by Lemma 4.3 and (4.45), 
v(w„) - o ( nrl + o -rry- I + Of 
=  °{-Ô^ )+ 0 *'*(^k) a s '  px-
Hence, applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the square of each covariance term in 
(4.44), which is bounded by the product of the replication variance estimators involved 
in each term, is of smaller order in _P{-|%„}-probability than (n^D"^ (a.s. f%). 
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To prove (4.45), observe first that 
v(^) = %i„) + v(%„ - ^ ) - 2C(m^, - ^ ) (4.46) 
where 
Lv 
V (%/2^ — %/3y) — ^2 ^  (2/2^ — 3/3^) " (%/2iz — 3/3y) 
1=1 
and 
C(l/iy, %/2„ — 2/3f) — — 2/I1,) (^y %/3r ) " (%^ — %^) 
<=1 
Besides, note that for fixed Rv  and X l  
Vlv — jy ^ ^wi%lii 
iÇzSv 
where = m^m2^jRi}i, and 
3/21, — !/3i, 
where 
J1 i 
Rj 1 
YW j2iv 
Then, by assumptions (Al)-(A2), results (4.26)-(4.27), and by the fact that the are 
uniformly bounded, = 0(1)}^ (a.s. f%). Therefore, by (A4), the variables Zi, 
and have bounded fourth moments and, given A&, and are Axed, assumption 
(D6) can be used to establish that 
1 
Viyiv) — Va.r(yij, | Rv, Xy) + Op|2 
nh 
a.s. Pjç- (4.47) 
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V(î/2v — y$v) — Var(//2;/ — yzu\Ru, Xv) + ov\x ^ a.s. Pjg (4.48) 
and 
C(m^, ^  - W = Cov(^, ^  -%"„) + Op|i a s. (4.49) 
Using the fact that 
V( . ) -E^[Vard( . |^ ,%,) |X,]  =  (V( . ) -Vard(- |R, ,%r))  +  
(Vard( |R^,%,) - E^[Vard( |^,%,)|X,] ), 
then, by (4.47)-(4.49) and Lemma 4.3(iii), 
V(^) - [Vara(ï/^ | Ry, %^) |1 a.s. 
V(y2,/ — y ii/ ) — E7[Vard(^ — y:il,\R,,, X,,) |X„] = op\x (—— j a.s • Px \Tivriv j 
and, by a similar argument to the replicated covariance estimator, 
C(Viv, 1/21/ — rn») — E7 [Covd(yi i /, y2v — ysu\Ru, = op\x ( —J a.s • Px-y flu flit / 
Therefore, it follows from (4.46) that 
V (g/**!,) — [Vard(i/i^| X„)|X|,] 4- E^[Varj(^2., — %„)|Xt 
— 2E-, [Covaiyi,.,, y-ii, — y-^R^, X,,)|X,„,] + op 1 + op ^ ^  1 a.s. Pj£ 
= E7[Vard(^^|Ry,%^)|A"„]+Op(—— j a.s. (4.50) \nvhv J 
and, from (4.20), (4.45) follows and the result of the theorem is established. 
O (Proof of Theorem 4.5.1) 
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CHAPTER 5 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 General Discussion 
In this dissertation, we discuss properties of weighting adjustments procedures to 
compensate for unit non response in sampling surveys. We adopt a quasi-randomization 
approach, according to the terminology of Oh and Scheuren (1983), to examine the 
properties under the variability implied by the sampling design and an assumed model 
for the nonresponse process, called here the response model. Our model, which is termed 
nonparametric response model, treats the responses in the survey as a Poisson sampling 
process; that is, the responses are independent and the units have specific probability 
of responding to the survey. We assume that such probabilities depend on one auxiliary 
variable through a smooth unknown function, whose form need not to be specified. 
The dissertation consists of three research papers. In the first paper, we consider the 
weighting cell estimator, a classical procedure to adjust for unit nonresponse. This esti­
mator correspond also to the escient impwW estimator, proposed by 
Kim and Fuller (1999) in the context of item nonresponse. We establish the consistency 
of the estimator under the nonparametric response model. Furthermore, we derive ap­
proximations for the bias and variance of the estimator and examine theoretically their 
orders of magnitude. Based on a simulation experiment, we demonstrate the impact of 
the number of cells used to construct the estimator on its bias and variance. We present 
comparisons between the weighting cell estimator and the sample mean of the respon­
dent units, an example of an estimator that does not account for nonresponse. The 
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results are more noticeable, when the variable of interest and the response mechanism 
are correlated. In this case, the sample mean of the respondent units gets severely biased. 
The bias of the weighting cell estimator, on the other hand, decreases by increasing the 
number of cells. The relative mean square error of the weighting cell estimator, using 
the mean square error of the Horvitz-Thompson estimator as a baseline, also improves 
as the number of cells increase. 
In the second paper, we study properties of a weighting procedure that is charac-
terized by adjusting the sampling weights with estimates for the response probabilities. 
We propose the use of local polynomial regression methods to estimate the response 
probabilities. We prove general results for the adjustment by the response probability 
estimator resulting from the fit of a constant locally. This adjusted estimator is proved 
to estimate consistently the population mean. Also, it is seen that the estimator is con­
sistent for a linearized random variable. The bias of this random variable is affected by 
the bandwidth, or smoothing parameter. The bias has two components, one of which 
increases with the bandwidth. The other component, one the other hand, decreases as 
the bandwidt h increases at the same rate by which the variance of the approximating 
random variable decreases. 
Giving the orders for the rates that the bias-variance trade -offs happen, it is found 
that an "optimal" (in the sense of minimizing the mean square error for the random 
variable) choice for the bandwidth parameter has an order with the form where 
c is a positive constant and a denotes the sample size. This result contrasts the usual 
rate (gee Wand and Jones (1995, p. 138)) for the optimal asymptotic bandwidth 
selection. But, the result is a direct consequence of the condition of bounded fourth , 
moment - assumption (A4) - , that we have considered for the variable of interest. If 
we had assumed instead that this variable was bounded, we would have obtained the 
same rate. 
The third research paper presents an extension for the results of the second paper. 
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Variance estimation for the adjusted estimator for the population mean is discussed. 
The proposed estimator is based on replication methods, such as the Jackknife and the 
Balanced Repeated Replication. It is shown that replicated variance estimator is consis­
tent for the difference between the variance of a linearized random variable considered 
in the second paper and a term that is of order at most as l/N^hy. This result indi­
cates that a consistent estimator for the variance of the linearized approximation for 
the population mean estimator can be constructed by adding to the replicated variance 
estimator a consist ent estimator for the mentioned extra term. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
This dissertation presents results on the statistical performances of two weighting 
adjustments procedures to handle unit nonresponse: the weighting cell estimator and 
the weighting with estimated response probabilities, by using nonparametric methods. 
In order to extend the findings in the dissertation, there are important issues yet to be 
considered. First, giving the fundamental step of assessing the precision of estimates in 
statistical studies, it becomes necessary to develop a variance estimator for the weighting 
cell estimator under the proposed nonparametric response. Also, the effect of number 
of cells on the properties of weighting cell estimator demands more research. 
A useful extension for the the second and third papers of the dissertation is the de­
velopment of a consistent estimator for the extra term in the approximation between the 
replicated variance estimator and the variance of the approximating linearized random 
variable. In these papers, simulations studies would help to clarify the findings that 
were demonstrated theoretically. Other research topics for local polynomial adjusted 
estimators involve: 
e developing a procedure to select the bandwidth; 
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* establishing properties for the estimator that adjusts the response probabilities by 
fitting locally a line, in contrast to a constant.; 
* studying properties of local polynomial regression to estimate a transformation of 
the response probabilities, e.g. the logit transformation; 
* evaluating the effect of not including the sampling weights in the zero order re­
sponse probability estimator. 
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